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Magnetic data recording technology has evolved to become the most commonly used 
technology of storing information in computers, digital music players, cameras and 
other electronic equipment and appliances. An areal density of 100Gbit/in
2
 has been 
demonstrated and researchers have a common goal of obtaining the areal density of 
1Tbit/in
2
. To achieve this, the allowable physical spacing between the read sensing 
element (slider) and the disk surface is only approximately 3.5nm. 
This research focuses on the load/unload (L/UL) processes of sub-10-nm flying height 
(FH) sliders in magnetic hard disk drives (HDD). Taking into consideration the small 
spacing margin for L/UL processes, a thorough understanding of the L/UL 
performance of the slider is required. Thus, in this research the Computer Mechanics 
Laboratory (CML) simulation tool is used to carry out an extensive simulation work to 
find appropriate operating conditions and slider design for the best L/UL performance.  
The optimal L/UL processes ensure no slider-disk contact, smooth and short L/UL 
processes. Small lift-off force is also required for the unloading process. The L/UL 
performance of slider is analyzed with respect to vertical L/UL velocities, disk RPM 
and altitude. The vertical L/UL velocities affect L/UL performance most significantly.  
The effects of the air bearing force (ABF) and the ABF centers at the steady state 
position on the L/UL performance are studied. Better L/UL performance is reached for 
air bearing surface (ABS) design with negative ABF center nearer to the trailing edge. 
For loading process, it gives smaller degree of oscillation in the pitch direction. For 
unloading process, it shows lower lift-off force but slightly smaller safe range of 
unloading velocity without slider-disk contact. This phenomenon is prominent 
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especially for sub-10-nm FH slider, as a low FH requires small rate of increase of pitch 
angle during the unloading process to avoid contact. A rapid increase in pitch angle 
results in reduction in minimum FH during unloading process. This is overcome using 
ABS design with smaller positive and negative ABF. It gives larger safe range of 
unloading velocity without slider-disk contact during unloading process, and smaller 
lift-off force. It has negligible effect on loading process. 
Of the manufacturing tolerances of the head-gimbal assembly (HGA), pitch static 
attitude (PSA) and roll static attitude (RSA) have the most obvious effects on L/UL 
processes. To widen the PSA and RSA regions that give safe L/UL processes without 
slider-disk contact, vertical L/UL velocities and slider ABS design are optimized.  
A higher vertical loading velocity widens the PSA and RSA regions with safe loading 
processes due to larger squeeze flow effect, but the process is more unstable. A 
medium high loading velocity is proposed for optimal loading performance. A higher 
unloading velocity gives a more rapid increase in pitch angle, which results in contact 
at the trailing edge and hence narrows the PSA and RSA regions with safe unloading 
process. Further increase in unloading velocity widens the regions as there is a rapid 
increase in vertical displacement of the slider. However, this results in higher lift-off 
force. A low unloading velocity is recommended for optimal unloading performance.  
ABS design should be optimized to widen PSA and RSA regions with safe L/UL 
processes. Pads with low ABF near the corners of the trailing edge should be avoided. 
Leading edge pads should be large to develop high positive ABF when pitch angle is 
negative and high roll moment in desired directions. To achieve high negative pitch 
moment for positive PSA, keep the air bearing pads close to the trailing edge and the 
cavity depth small. The width of trailing edge pads should be minimized.
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1.1 Technological advances in HDD 
1.1.1 Evolution of HDD 
Magnetic recording technology has evolved to become the most common means of 
storing information for a wide range of applications, including desktop, mobile and 
server systems. Various successful innovations have been incorporated to increase the 
storage capacity and improve the performance of the magnetic hard disk drives (HDD). 
The miniaturization in form factor has also reduced the power requirements.   
 
Figure 1-1: Areal density roadmap – San Jose Research Center, Hitachi Global 
Storage Technologies (HGST) [1] 
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This industry began with IBM’s Random Access Memory Accounting Machine 
(RAMAC) in 1957. It consisted of 50 magnetic disks of 24-inch in diameter and 
rotating at 1,200 RPM. The storage capacity of this system was 5MB. In 1992, the 
magnetic HDD had a capacity of 100MB, which increased to 1.2GB by 1996. The 
demand for greater capacity requires the need to increase the areal density. The areal 
density has increased at a rate of greater than 60% annually in the late 90’s, thereby 
exceeding Moore’s Law. Figure 1-1 shows the evolution of HDD in terms of areal 
density over the years.   
 
Figure 1-2: Physical spacing and disk surface evolution – San Jose Research 
Center, Hitachi Global Storage Technologies (HGST) [1]  
An areal density of 100Gbit/in
2
 has been demonstrated [2] and academic and industry 
researchers have a common goal of obtaining the areal density of 1Tbit/in
2
. An 
increase in the areal density requires a reduction in the head to media spacing. This 
allows the fields created during the read/write processes to be focused into a smaller 
space. To achieve an areal density of 1Tbit/in
2
, a magnetic spacing of 6.5nm is 
required [3]. As the magnetic spacing is inclusive of the protective overcoat of the 
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transducer and the disk surface as well as the lubricant layer, the physical spacing 
between the transducer and the disk surface is only approximately 3.5nm. Figure 1-2 
shows the change in the physical spacing over the years. 
1.1.2 Evolution from CSS to L/UL system 
The contact start-stop (CSS) technology has been the mainstream design in HDD 
industry since the introduction of Winchester drives 20 years ago. In the CSS drive, the 
slider is parked at the ‘landing zone’ of the disk when the drive is not in operation. The 
slider stays at the landing zone during spinning up and spinning down and moves to 
the data zone only when the disk RPM reaches the operating condition. In order to 
reduce stiction between the slider and the disk, texture zone, a regular pattern of bumps 
created with a laser device, is introduced at the landing zone of the disk. This results in 
higher head-disk separation and therefore lower areal density. Slider with low FH at 
the texture zone produces high contact force between the slider and the disk, 
generating wear debris, which degrades the head-disk interface (HDI). 
Due to these inevitable disadvantages of CSS technology, the dynamic load/unload 
(L/UL) approach has gained attention in the recent years. It shows great potential for 
future high performance drives for avoiding slider-disk wear and stiction. L/UL 
technology gives improved reliability, increased areal density and reduced power 
consumption as compared to CSS technology [4-5]. However, the problems of slider-
disk contacts at the HDI still exist during the load and unload operations. There are 
many ways to achieve optimal L/UL processes as there are many design parameters, 
such as the slider air bearing surface (ABS) designs, L/UL operating parameters and 
suspension parameters.  
The L/UL technology will be explained in greater details in the later chapters. 






Figure 1-3: Slider and the suspension 
The read/write heads are integrated with the slider and the slider is attached to one end 
of the suspension. The suspension consists of leaf-springs, which are referred to as 
load beam and gimbal. The slider is attached to the gimbal. This is as shown in Figure 
1-3. The other end of the suspension is attached to the actuator arm. The actuator arm 
is mounted to a ball bearing pivot structure in the drive case. The voice coil motor 
drives the rotation of the arm about the pivot. 
Figure 1-4: Evolution of ABS form factors – San Jose Research Center, Hitachi 




Lift tab Gimbal 
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At the HDI, the air rotating with the disk is entrained between the disk and the slider 
aerodynamic surfaces resulting in an air bearing. The ABS, which is obtained by 
sculpting the underside of the slider, is designed to develop a hydrodynamic force to 
maintain an adequate spacing between the slider and the disk surface. The ABS form 
factor, or dimensions of the ABS, has changed over the years from the mini-slider to 
the femto-slider [6]. This is shown in Figure 1-4. 
 
Figure 1-5: Schematic diagram of the HDI 
The four edges of the slider, trailing and leading edges as well as inner and outer rails 
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1.2 Dissertation structure 
Chapter 1, the current chapter, states the introduction to the research scope. A 
summary of the past and current technological advances in the magnetic HDD and 
more importantly for this project, the HDI tribology and slider ABS design, are given. 
The research objectives and dissertation structure are described in details. 
Chapter 2 gives the existing research findings in the fields of L/UL technology and 
slider ABS design. In the later chapters, comparisons between these findings and the 
simulation results are made. 
Chapter 3 elaborates on the dynamics of the L/UL processes and the conditions for 
optimal L/UL performance. The L/UL performance of the slider is analyzed with 
respect to the operating conditions including the vertical L/UL velocities, disk RPM 
and altitude. 
Chapter 4 discusses the ABS design guidelines for sub-10-nm flying height (FH) 
slider. The effects of the magnitudes of positive and negative air bearing force (ABF) 
and positions of positive and negative ABF centers on the L/UL performance are 
studied with respect to the vertical L/UL velocities. 
Chapter 5 analyzes the effects of head-gimbal assembly (HGA) manufacturing 
tolerances on L/UL processes. The study is carried out to widen the pitch static attitude 
(PSA) and roll static attitude (RSA) regions that give safe L/UL processes without 
slider-disk contact. This is achieved through optimizing the vertical L/UL velocities 
and the ABS design. 
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Chapter 6 discusses the findings from the numerical simulations and explains how the 
results can be implemented in the design of L/UL systems. 
Chapter 7 concludes the research and provides recommendations for future work.  
Appendix A and Appendix B explain the technical terminologies that are used and 
the mathematical models of the Computer Mechanics Laboratory (CML) simulator that 
is employed in this research [7-8]. 
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1.3 Research objectives 
    
Figure 1-6: Dynamics of L/UL processes [9] 
L/UL technology isolates the read/write heads from the disk surface when they are not 
executing read or write instructions, as they are resting on the ramp, as shown in 
Figure 1-6. This is in contrast to the CSS technology in which the slider rests on the 
‘landing zone’ during non-operation of the HDD. For loading process, the heads are 
loaded from the ramps onto established air bearings after the disk is spun up. For 
unloading process, before the disk is spun down, the heads are unloaded on the ramp. 
The locking mechanism of the actuator secure the heads in the unload position. 
The rapid increase of areal density of magnetic HDD requires the slider to load to sub-
10-nm FH within a tight spacing margin. The motion of the slider is determined by the 
dynamics of the suspension and the gimbal, together with the air flow between the 
slider and the disk. At low FH, a small pitch or roll angle of the slider results in slider-
disk contacts and it is therefore essential to have a good understanding of the FH and 
attitudes changes of the slider at the HDI, under different operating conditions. 
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Optimal L/UL performance is characterized by no slider-disk contact, smooth and 
short L/UL processes. In addition, small lift-off force is required for the unloading 
process. 
In this research, the L/UL performance of sub-10-nm FH sliders is studied using the 
CML numerical simulator. Analysis is done to have greater understanding and control 
of the parameters that affect L/UL processes. The following aspects are studied. 
1. Effects of operating conditions and ABS design on L/UL performance  
2. Effects of manufacturing tolerances of HGA on L/UL processes 
• Effects of vertical L/UL velocities and ABS design on PSA and RSA 






2.1 Fundamentals of L/UL processes 
The L/UL processes of relatively large FH sliders have been extensively studied 
through the use of numerical simulation tools and experimental observations.  
During the L/UL processes, the positive and negative ABF that build up between the 
slider and the disk develop due to squeeze flow effect and shear flow effect [7, 10-12]. 
Rapid development of the ABF provides the cushioning effect, which prevents slider-
disk contact, during the loading process. For the unloading process, the rate of 
reduction of the positive and negative ABF determines the lift-off force. When the 
magnitude of the lift-off force is large, it results in large dimple separation and may 
cause gimbal damage [13]. Figure 2-1 shows the dimple separation during the 
unloading process. This is the gap between the dimple and the slider when the gimbal 
deflects. The dimple is defined in Figure 1-3.  
 
Figure 2-1: Schematic diagram of the spaces between the slider and the disk 
during the unloading process [14] 
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2.2 Basic requirements for safe and reliable L/UL processes 
The key conditions for optimal L/UL performance include no slider-disk contact as 
well as short and smooth L/UL processes. Small lift-off force is also required for the 
unloading process [15].  
Slider-disk contacts lead to mechanical damage to the disk surface [16-18] and 
degradation to the magnetic layer due to flash temperature [19-25]. For the unloading 
process, a large lift-off force results in large dimple separation, strong oscillations after 
the slider is unloaded and a large ramp force [26]. 
2.3 Parameters that affect L/UL processes 
Slider ABS design, PSA, RSA, gram load, suspension limiters, L/UL velocities and 
disk RPM are the main parameters that affect the L/UL performance of the slider at the 
HDI. The effects of these parameters on L/UL performance are summarized in this 
section. 
2.3.1 Slider ABS design  
Figure 2-2 shows the different types of slider ABS design available. The negative 
pressure slider shows better L/UL performance as compared to the positive pressure 
slider. The shallowly recessed cavity of the sub-ambient pressure slider generates 
larger squeeze flow effect and hence allows the slider to have better cushioning effect 
[11, 27]. Section 2.4 elaborates the ABS design considerations to achieve optimal 
L/UL performance for sub-ambient pressure sliders. 
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Figure 2-2: Air bearing designs [27] 
2.3.2 PSA and RSA 
The PSA and RSA are explained in Section A.11 of Appendix A. 
A positive PSA improves the loading performance but a large positive value of PSA 
results in contact at the trailing edge of the slider and longer loading process. For 
unloading process, a positive PSA reduces the lift-off force. Negative PSA should be 
avoided for all sliders [7, 11, 28]. A positive RSA has effects that are similar to a 
positive PSA, which can prevent slider-disk contact.   
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2.3.3 Vertical L/UL velocities 
The vertical L/UL velocities are dependent on the actuator velocity and the angle of 
the ramp. The vertical motion of the slider during the loading process introduces a 
squeeze flow effect, which is directly proportional to the approaching speed between 
the slider and the disk. A higher loading velocity gives higher squeeze flow rate and 
hence larger positive ABF. This provides greater cushioning effect during the loading 
process. However, higher loading velocity also expedites the squeeze flow action, 
leading to an accelerated occurrence of the oscillating motion. It may also cause the 
slider to hit the disk with a significant momentum impulse [11-12, 26].  
A smaller unloading velocity gives a smaller lift-off force because of smaller squeeze 
effects of the air bearing [7, 28-31]. 
2.3.4 Disk RPM 
A lower disk RPM shows better loading performance with smaller degree of 
oscillations. A higher disk RPM gives smaller lift-off force for the unloading process. 
This is mainly because the slider has a larger pitch angle at a higher RPM and results 
in a smaller lift-off force [7, 26, 28-30]. 
2.3.5 Gram load 
A larger gram load reduces the dimple separation and hence smoothens the loading 
process. This reduces the degree of oscillation in the pitch direction. For the unloading 
process, a larger gram load decreases the dimple separation and thus shortens the 
unloading duration [28, 30]. 
The definition of gram load is given in Section A.6 of Appendix A. 
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2.3.6 Suspension limiters 
The suspension limiters do not affect the loading process but significantly affect the 
unloading process. The limiters prevent large dimple separation, and hence prevent 
gimbal damage, during unloading process and under operating shock. With limiters on 
the suspension, the unloading time is greatly shortened. A smaller limiter gap gives a 
smaller unloading duration [32]. 
The positions of the limiters at the two sides and near the center of the slider give 
better unloading performance than that position at either the leading or trailing edge. 
The unloading performance of the hook limiter is also better than that of the side 
limiter [28, 33]. The hook limiter and side limiter are shown in Figure 2-3. 
 
Figure 2-3: Hook limiter and side limiter for the L/UL processes [33] 
2.3.7 Other important parameters 
Other parameters that are studied on the L/UL processes include the skew angle [34-
35], ramp profile and material [28, 30, 36-39], slider burnish [30, 40] and suspension 
vibrations [41]. 
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2.4 ABS design considerations for safe and reliable L/UL processes 
An ABS design principle for safe and reliable L/UL processes is to keep the negative 
pressure regions near the center line and trailing edge during the L/UL processes.  
For loading process with PSA of 0°, a towards leading edge negative ABF center not 
only induces a negative pitch moment during the early stage but also prolongs the 
pitch-up process. This may result in slider-disk contacts at the leading edge of the 
slider. A reliable way to load the slider onto the disk is to pitch the slider up rapidly 
and maintain a positive pitch throughout the loading process [11]. 
For unloading process, a towards trailing edge negative ABF center results in a pitch 
moment that gives a rapid increase in pitch angle and hence low unload force. A 
reliable unloading process keeps the force required to unload the slider small so as to 
maintain small dimple separation and ensure that the suspension is not damaged [42]. 
These findings have been verified by both numerical results [42-43] and experimental 
observations [44-45], available in the literature.  
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2.5 Numerical simulation studies of L/UL processes 
It is difficult to optimize the performance using only experiments as there are many 
design parameters. There are also other difficulties in experiments, such as limitation 
of the capability of a given experimental system to record the performance of L/UL 
sliders and poor data repeatability. Therefore, numerical simulation is essential to 
enhance the understanding of the performance of slider.  
The CML Air Bearing Design Program (CML Air32) Version 5 is one of the 
simulation tools used in the analysis of the static and dynamic performance of the 
slider [46]. The CML Dynamic L/UL Simulator Version 421.40, a simulation tool for 
L/UL processes, is used in this research [7, 8].  
2.6 Experimental observations of L/UL processes 
Experimental studies are done to verify the simulation results obtained from the CML 
dynamic L/UL simulator.  
A novel FH-attitude testing system (3D) was developed based on white light 
interferometry. This technique allows FH at three desired locations on the slider 
surface to be determined simultaneously. Hence, the dynamic variation of the FH and 
attitudes of the slider during the L/UL operations can be fully monitored [47].  
Other means to observe L/UL processes include the magneto-optical visualization 
technique [48-50]. Observation methods using the laser doppler vibrometer and 
acoustic emission are used to study dimple separations and head-disk impacts during 
L/UL processes [7, 14, 44, 51-52].  
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2.7 Slider and ABS designs for reliable HDI 
 
Figure 2-4: Waviness sensitive zone of the ABS design [53] 
An approach to reduce the FH modulation of the slider is to ensure large air bearing 
stiffness, which is determined by the geometry of the ABS design [42]. Reducing the 
effective length of the ABS pad in the waviness sensitive zone is another way to 
reduce the FH modulation [53]. The waviness sensitive zone of the ABS design, or the 
most critical area of the ABS design that affects FH modulation caused by disk 
waviness, is as shown in Figure 2-4. 
ABS design with shallow step pads gives high air bearing stiffness, which makes the 
slider insensitive to skew angle [42] and altitude change [54]. These shallow step pads 
are small recess heights fabricated during etching. Low sensitivity to skew angle 
ensures minimal changes in the FH and attitudes of the slider across the disk surface. 
Low altitude sensitivity is important because the FH drop, due to the change of mean 
free path and ambient pressure when altitude changes, leads to slider-disk contacts.  
Center-pad slider [55] and micro-texture slider [56] can be designed to overcome 
vibrations. Disk texture can also prevent slider vibration but it is an obstacle to achieve 
low FH of the slider. Hence, micro-texture on the ABS is a better option. 




Figure 2-5: ABS design for anti-surface borne particles [58] 
The ABS pads should be designed to reduce the contamination on the slider. The 
tapers and trailing edge of the rails are the two main zones of contamination on the 
slider. A possible approach is to design the ABS so the particles leave the interface 
from the sides instead of from the trailing edge of the slider [57]. A wedge shaped 
ABS design, as shown in Figure 2-5, is proposed. An air flow path is formed in the 
leading edge to stream particles away from the ABS area. There is a large cavity area, 
which pulls the particles upwards when they leave the leading pad and enter the cavity 
area. The trailing pad design forms another air stream on its two sides and repels the 
particles [58]. 
To reduce the effects of the intermolecular force on the FH of the slider, ABS design 
with a small sensor-carrying pad separated from the conventional trailing pad is 
proposed. As the region surrounding the trailing edge is the lowest in FH, the 
intermolecular force mainly comes from that region. The approach is to reduce the size 
of the pad closest to the disk [59]. 
Increasing the vertical and pitch stiffness of the air bearing result in larger resistance to 
variations in the flying attitudes of slider. An increase in stiffness can be achieved by 
generating more positive and negative force per unit area of the air bearing. To obtain 
this, the cavity depth of the slider is reduced. Another way is to move the location of 
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the cavity towards the trailing edge by creating convergent channel features with 
leading edge inlet [60].  
The amount of damping is proportional to the magnitude of the gradients that exist in 
the pressure field between the slider and the disk. The pressure gradients are largest 
where the head-disk spacing changes most rapidly. To increase damping, sliders with 
multiple raised rails are designed [61].  
ABS design with dual negative pressure pockets gives more stable static and dynamic 
flying attitudes for the slider. It ensures that the minimum spacing between the slider 
and disk is insensitive to the roll parameters [62].  
Asymmetric tapered ABS is introduced. The asymmetric taper is disposed on an edge 
of a slider to accommodate for the speed differential across the disk radial direction 
and hence to improve the take-off performance, reduce the sensitivity to skew angle 
and altitude variation and reduce the severity of impacts during L/UL processes [63].  
Deeply recessed corners are designed to reduce the damage caused by the impacts 
between the slider and the disk [64].  
ABS design with particle flushing channels is also introduced [65]. 
The rapid reduction in the slider FH requires the need to look into other novel ideas in 
order to attain reliable HDI. 





Figure 2-6: (a) Actuation of the head using a piezoelectric (PZT) unimorph 
cantilever [67] (b) PZT attached to the back of the slider [70] 
There are several approaches to the concept of active slider. One of these is by 
applying a specified potential across the slider and the disk [66]. Another method 
involves the use of the piezoelectric actuator, forming a cantilever mechanism [67-68]. 
This is as shown in Figure 2-6(a). A deformable material, as shown in Figure 2-6(b), is 
also used to control the crown curvature [69-70].   
(a) (b) 






The CML numerical simulation tool is used in this research. Extensive research has 
been done for larger FH sliders using this numerical simulation tool [7-8] and 
experimental studies have been previously carried out to verify the simulation results 
[7, 14, 44, 51, 52]. 
Both the load and unload processes using positive or negative pressure sliders can be 
simulated. The suspension assemblies are modeled by a 4-DOF system with multiple 
states. Various suspension assemblies, such as those with or without a load dimple, 
and/or with or without limiters, can be simulated. The mathematical models of the 
L/UL processes are explained in Appendix B. 
This chapter explains the FH, pitch and roll angle changes of slider during L/UL 
processes. It also gives an understanding of how the ABF builds up during L/UL 
processes. Apart from the ABS design, the operating conditions of L/UL processes, 
such as L/UL velocities, disk RPM and attitude should also be optimized to achieve 
good L/UL performance. The conditions for optimal L/UL performance are listed and 
the L/UL performance is studied with respect to the vertical L/UL velocities, disk 
RPM and altitude.  





Figure 3-1: Slider 1 (a) ABS design (b) Pressure distribution in terms of 
atmospheric pressure 
The L/UL processes are illustrated using Slider 1. The ABS design and pressure 
distribution of Slider 1 is shown in Figure 3-1. The L/UL zone is at disk radius 
28.91mm and skew angle 12.33º. Slider 1 has gap FH 4nm, minimum FH 2.65nm, 
pitch angle 213µrad and roll angle -0.5µrad when the PSA and RSA are 0.5° and 0° 
respectively. The disk RPM is 10,000 and the vertical L/UL velocities and acceleration 
for the loading process are taken to be 65mm/s and 300m/s
2
 respectively. The altitude 
is taken to be at sea level and the suspension parameters are kept constant in the 
analysis. For loading process, the slider loads from the initial nominal FH of 27.0µm 
unless specified. 
Slider 1 shows good flying characteristics in the static and dynamic mode analysis 
[71]. It has small FH change across the disk surface, minimal FH modulation to disk 
waviness and high air bearing stiffness at the trailing edge of the slider. Hence, Slider 1 
is selected for the L/UL simulation study. 
(a) (b) 
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3.2 Loading process 
3.2.1 Dynamics of loading process 
 
Figure 3-2: Schematic diagram of loading process (a) Stage 1: Before ABF builds 
up (b) Stage 2: ABF starts to build up (c) Stage 3: Suspension leaves the ramp 
The ramp height results in the deflection of the suspension and low pitch angle of the 
slider at the initial stage of the loading process. The gram load is supported by the 
ramp on the lift tab. Figure 3-2 shows the schematic diagram of the loading process. 
In Stage 1 of the loading process, as the suspension moves down the ramp and 
accelerates from rest to the vertical loading velocity, the pitch angle of the slider 
increases. This is depicted in Figure 3-3, when the time is less than 0.5ms. Figure 
3-4(a) gives the pressure distribution of the slider at the initial stage of the loading 
process. It lies within the range of ±5x10
-4
atm, which is relatively small. 
Subsequently, in Stage 2, the positive ABF starts to build up, which results in 
reduction in pitch angle. This happens between the time 0.5ms and 0.75ms. The 
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[11-12]. The squeeze flow effect is proportional to the vertical velocity of the slider. 
As the slider loads to a lower FH, the vertical velocity of the slider reduces and hence 
the squeeze flow effect reduces. Figure 3-4(b) shows only positive pressure on the 
slider with higher pressure in the cavity. 
In Stage 3, the positive and negative ABF, which arise from the air flow between the 
vertically moving slider and the horizontally moving disk, also set in. The share of 
support of gram load by the air bearing increases until the suspension leaves the ramp. 
Then, the slider is fully supported by the air bearing. The slider gradually adjusts itself 
to the steady state FH and attitudes. As shown in Figure 3-4(c) and Figure 3-4(d), the 
positive ABF region shifts from the cavity area towards the trailing edge region during 





Figure 3-3: Loading process (a) Minimum FH (b) Pitch and roll (c) Positive ABF 
(pABF) and negative ABF (nABF) (d) Suspension force applied on the slider (Fs) 
and force applied by the ramp on the lift tab (Fl) 
(c) (d) 
(a) (b) 







Figure 3-4: Pressure distribution (in terms of atmospheric pressure) of the slider 
during the loading process (a) Time taken=0.0101ms (b) Time taken=0.3ms (c) 
Time taken=0.79ms (d) Time taken=0.82ms 
(c) (d) 
(a) (b) 
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3.2.2 Conditions for optimal loading performance 
The main requirements for optimal loading process are as follows. 
1. No slider-disk contact 
2. Short duration 
3. Minimal oscillations in the vertical, pitch and roll directions 
• High degree of oscillations may result in slider-disk contacts and 
longer loading process 
A safe loading process of a slider ensures that the above requirements are fulfilled. In 
the evaluation of loading performance of slider, the following are determined. 
1. Safe range of operating conditions that give no slider-disk contact  
2. Maximum oscillation amplitude in the vertical, pitch and roll directions 
within the safe range of operating conditions 
3. Time taken for the loading processes within the safe range of operating 
conditions 
The loading performance of Slider 1 is analyzed with respect to the operating 
conditions including vertical loading velocity, disk RPM and altitude.  
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3.2.3 Effects of vertical loading velocity on loading performance  
The loading processes with vertical loading velocities from 25mm/s to 265mm/s are 
simulated with 40mm/s interval. The nominal FH is maintained at 20µm when the 
slider accelerates from rest and reaches the loading velocity. Table 3-1 shows the 
initial nominal FH of the slider for the respective vertical loading velocity. 
Table 3-1: Initial nominal FH of slider for the respective vertical loading velocity 
Vertical loading velocity 
(mm/s) 
25 65 105 145 185 225 265 





Figure 3-5: Effects of vertical loading velocity on loading performance (a) 
Maximum oscillation amplitude of minimum FH (b) Maximum oscillation 
amplitude of pitch angle (c) Minimum pitch angle (d) Maximum oscillation 
amplitude of roll angle 
(c) (d) 
(a) (b) 







Figure 3-6: Loading process with vertical loading velocity of 265mm/s (a) 
Maximum oscillation amplitude of minimum FH (b) Maximum oscillation 
amplitude of pitch angle and minimum pitch angle (c) Maximum oscillation 
amplitude of roll angle 
 
Figure 3-7: Loading process with vertical loading velocity of 185mm/s – 
Maximum oscillation amplitude of pitch angle and minimum pitch angle 
(c) 
(a) (b) 
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The results show no slider-disk contact for the loading processes with vertical loading 
velocity from 25mm/s to 265mm/s. From the loading performance, the slider shows no 
oscillation in the vertical direction for loading velocity of 185mm/s and lower. As the 
loading velocity increases, the oscillation amplitude of the minimum FH increases 
[Figure 3-5(a)]. Figure 3-6(a) defines how the value for the maximum oscillation 
amplitude of the minimum FH is obtained.  
Figure 3-5(b) shows a similar trend for the oscillation amplitude of the pitch angle. 
From loading velocity of 105mm/s, as the velocity increases, the oscillation amplitude 
of the pitch angle increases. Except for vertical loading velocity of 265mm/s, the 
oscillation amplitudes of the pitch angle are small as the steady state pitch angle 
remains as the minimum pitch angle [Figure 3-5(c)]. Figure 3-7 shows the case 
whereby the slider gives small oscillation in the pitch direction and the minimum pitch 
angle is the steady state pitch angle. For the loading process with vertical loading 
velocity of 265mm/s, Figure 3-6(b) gives the pitch angle change, showing the 
oscillation amplitude of the pitch angle and minimum pitch angle. The slider rotates to 
a minimum pitch angle, which is smaller than the steady state pitch angle, hence giving 
larger oscillation amplitude in the pitch direction.  
The oscillation amplitude of the roll angle reduces as the vertical loading velocity 
increases from 25mm/s to 185mm/s. A further increase of loading velocity shows a 
slight increase in the oscillation amplitude of the roll angle [Figure 3-5(d)]. Figure 
3-6(c) shows how the maximum oscillation amplitude of the roll angle is derived.  
The time taken for the loading processes within the safe range of loading velocity is 
not taken into consideration because of the difference in the initial nominal height of 
loading processes. 










Figure 3-8: Loading processes with vertical loading velocity of 65mm/s, 145mm/s 
and 225mm/s (a) Minimum FH (b) Positive ABF (pABF) and negative ABF 
(nABF) (c) Distance from pivot to ABF center in the x-direction (d) Air bearing 
pitch moment (e) Pitch angle (f) Distance from pivot to ABF center in the y-
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The loading processes with vertical loading velocity of 65mm/s, 145mm/s and 
225mm/s are analyzed to examine the causes of the increase in the degree of 
oscillations in the vertical, pitch and roll directions when loading velocity is higher.  
As vertical loading velocity increases from 105mm/s, the oscillation amplitude of the 
pitch angle increases with small magnitude. As squeeze flow effect is proportional to 
the approaching velocity of the slider [11-12], a higher loading velocity gives rise to 
larger squeeze flow effect and hence higher positive ABF. Figure 3-8(b) shows that a 
higher vertical loading velocity gives a more unstable development of the positive 
ABF. Before the negative ABF starts to build up, the ABF centers in the x-direction 
are at almost the same position [Figure 3-8(c)]. For higher loading velocity, the 
negative ABF develops at a lower minimum FH and causes the negative ABF center to 
shift towards the leading edge when the slider is flying at a lower FH. The positive 
ABF center is also positioned nearer to the leading edge and shift back and forth as the 
slider approaches low FH. The loading process with vertical loading velocity of 
65mm/s shows gradual increase in the negative pitch moment [Figure 3-8(d)] and 
hence gives smooth reduction in the pitch angle of the slider [Figure 3-8(e)]. For 
higher loading velocity, it shows a more unstable change in the pitch moment, leading 
to abrupt change in the pitch angle and hence slightly higher degree of oscillations in 
the pitch direction.  
The positions of the positive ABF center in the y-direction of the three cases show 
almost the same profiles [Figure 3-8(f)]. During the loading process, the negative ABF 
center shifts towards the inner rail and when the negative ABF starts to build up 
rapidly, the center moves towards the outer rail. As the positive ABF is larger than the 
negative ABF throughout the loading process, there is a decrease in the negative roll 
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moment, followed by an increase in the negative roll moment. Hence, the slider has an 
initial negative roll angle and then a rotation towards the steady state angle.    
The oscillation amplitude of the roll angle reduces as the vertical loading velocity 
increases from 25mm/s to 185mm/s. In comparison to the loading process with loading 
velocity of 145mm/s, the loading process with loading velocity of 65mm/s shows the 
shift towards the outer rail at a larger FH. Since the loading process with loading 
velocity of 65mm/s have a lower positive ABF and positive ABF centers between the 
pivot and the outer rail, it gives a larger negative roll moment [Figure 3-8(g)]. Hence, 
the slider which loads at the velocity of 65mm/s rotates to a larger negative roll angle 
[Figure 3-8(h)], giving higher oscillation amplitude in the roll direction.  
A further increase of vertical loading velocity from 185mm/s to 265mm/s shows a 
slight increase in the oscillation amplitude of the roll angle. By comparing the loading 
processes with loading velocity of 145mm/s and 225mm/s, the positions of the 
negative ABF center for loading process with loading velocity of 145mm/s shows a 
larger shift towards the inner rail. However, the maximum oscillation amplitude of the 
roll angle is larger for loading process with loading velocity of 225mm/s as there is 
high instability in the development of positive ABF. Hence, for higher loading 
velocity, it shows a more unstable change in the roll moment, causing the slider to 
rotate to a larger roll angle and hence slightly higher degree of oscillations in the roll 
direction.  
As elaborated above, a higher vertical loading velocity results in unstable development 
of positive ABF as well as increase in the oscillation amplitude in the pitch and roll 
directions. These give higher oscillation amplitude in the vertical direction for loading 
process with higher vertical loading velocity [Figure 3-8(a)]. 
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3.2.4 Effects of disk RPM on loading performance  







Figure 3-9: Effects of disk RPM on loading performance (a) Maximum oscillation 
amplitude of minimum FH (b) Maximum oscillation amplitude of pitch angle (c) 
Minimum pitch angle (d) Maximum oscillation amplitude of roll angle (e) Time 
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There is no contact between the slider and the disk for loading processes with disk 
RPM from 3,000 to 16,000. From Figure 3-9, the disk RPM, as compared to the 
vertical loading velocity, shows less significant effect on the loading performance of 
the slider. All the loading processes show no oscillation in the vertical direction 
[Figure 3-9(a)] and the same time taken for the process [Figure 3-9(e)]. As the disk 
RPM is increased to 16,000, there is slight oscillation in the pitch direction with 
amplitude of 0.1µrad and the minimum pitch angle is maintained at the steady state 
position [Figure 3-9(b) and Figure 3-9(c)]. Figure 3-9(d) shows the disk RPM 
significantly affect the oscillation amplitude of the roll angle. The definitions for 
maximum oscillation amplitude in the vertical, pitch and roll directions and minimum 
pitch angle are given in Figure 3-6. 
Figure 3-10 shows the loading processes with disk RPM of 7,200, 10,000 and 12,000. 
There is small difference in the minimum FH change of the slider during the loading 
process [Figure 3-10(a)]. The development of ABF and shift of ABF centers are 
analyzed to account for the oscillations in the pitch and roll directions  
Within the range of disk RPM simulated, only the loading process with disk RPM of 
16,000 shows slight oscillation amplitude of 0.1µrad in the pitch direction. A higher 
disk RPM, which has larger air flow between the slider and the disk, gives earlier built 
up of positive and negative ABF on the slider [Figure 3-10(b)]. The earlier 
development of the negative ABF results in an earlier shift of the negative ABF center 
towards the leading edge. The shift of positive ABF centers remains almost the same 
for all the loading processes [Figure 3-10(c)]. Hence, a higher disk RPM gives a higher 
negative pitch moment [Figure 3-10(d)] and faster reduction in the pitch angle [Figure 
3-10(e)] during loading process. It also shows a more unstable change in the negative 
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pitch moment, which is the cause of the occurrence of oscillations when the disk RPM 
is 16,000.  
The degree of oscillation in the roll direction increases as the disk RPM increases. The 
positions of the positive ABF center remain almost the same for the three cases. The 
negative ABF center of the loading process with a higher disk RPM shows an earlier 
but larger shift towards the inner rail. It also shows an earlier shift towards the outer 
rail [Figure 3-10(f)]. This, together with earlier development of positive and negative 
ABF, results in larger negative roll moment [Figure 3-10(g)] and the rotation of the 
slider towards a larger negative roll angle [Figure 3-10(h)]. Hence, the loading process 
with a higher disk RPM gives higher degree of oscillation in the roll direction.  










Figure 3-10: Loading processes with disk RPM of 7,200, 10,000 and 12,000 (a) 
Minimum FH (b) Positive ABF (pABF) and negative ABF (nABF) (c) Distance 
from pivot to ABF center in the x-direction (d) Air bearing pitch moment (e) 
Pitch angle (f) Distance from pivot to ABF center in the y-direction (g) Air 
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3.2.5 Effects of altitude on loading performance 
The L/UL processes are simulated within the altitude range of 0m (sea level) and 
3000m at 1000m interval. In the static and dynamic analysis, it should be ensured that 






Figure 3-11: Effects of altitude on loading performance (a) Maximum oscillation 
amplitude of minimum FH (b) Maximum oscillation amplitude of pitch angle (c) 
Minimum pitch angle (d) Maximum oscillation amplitude of roll angle (e) Time 
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The loading processes do not show any slider-disk contact within the range of 0m and 
3000m. The processes also show no oscillation both in the vertical and pitch directions 
[Figure 3-11(a), Figure 3-11(b) and Figure 3-11(c)] and the time taken [Figure 
3-11(e)]. The altitude change causes insignificant change in the oscillation amplitude 
of the roll angle [Figure 3-11(d)]. The definitions for maximum oscillation amplitude 
in the vertical, pitch and roll directions and minimum pitch angle are given in Figure 
3-6. 
Figure 3-12 shows the loading processes with altitude of 0m and 3000m. The altitude 
change gives insignificant change to the loading process.  
There is small difference in the change of minimum FH during the loading process 
[Figure 3-12(a)]. The increase in altitude shows smaller positive and negative ABF 
build up [Figure 3-12(b)]. It shows a later shift of the negative ABF center towards the 
leading edge and positive ABF center that is slightly closer to the trailing edge [Figure 
3-12(c)]. Hence, a higher altitude, with a slightly smaller negative pitch moment 
[Figure 3-12(d)], gives a slightly lower rate of reduction of the pitch angle [Figure 
3-12(e)].  
There is a slight increase in the degree of oscillation in the roll direction as the altitude 
increases. The shifts of the positive ABF center remain almost the same for the two 
cases. For loading process with higher altitude, there is a delay and larger shift of the 
negative ABF center towards the inner rail [Figure 3-12(f)]. These, together with the 
smaller positive and negative ABF build up, result in larger negative roll moment 
[Figure 3-12(g)] and larger oscillation amplitude of the roll angle [Figure 3-12(h)]. 











Figure 3-12: Loading processes with altitude of 0m and 3000m (a) Minimum FH 
(b) Positive ABF (pABF) and negative ABF (nABF) (c) Distance from pivot to 
ABF center in the x-direction (d) Air bearing pitch moment (e) Pitch angle (f) 
Distance from pivot to ABF center in the y-direction (g) Air bearing roll moment 
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Disk RPM Altitude 
Presence of slider-disk contact 
within the range simulated 
No No No 
Range of oscillation amplitude 
of minimum FH within the 
range simulated (µm) 
 
Range of oscillation amplitude 
of pitch angle within the range 
simulated (mrad) 
 
Range of oscillation amplitude 
of roll angle within the range 
simulated (mrad) 
 
Range of time taken for loading 
process within the range 
simulated (ms) 
- 0.0000 0.0000 
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The effects of vertical loading velocity, disk RPM and altitude on loading 
performance, as elaborated in Section 3.2.3, 3.2.4 and 3.2.5, are summarized in Table 
3-2. Of the operating conditions studied, the vertical loading velocity has the most 
significant effect on the loading performance of the slider. Loading velocity, which is 
inappropriately chosen, results in large oscillations in the vertical, pitch and roll 
directions of the slider. 
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3.3 Unloading process 
3.3.1 Dynamics of unloading process 
 
Figure 3-13: Schematic diagram of unloading process (a) Stage 1: Dimple closes 
and limiters open (b) Stage 2: Dimple opens and limiters open (c) Stage 3a: 













Figure 3-14: Unloading process (a) Minimum FH (b) Pitch and roll (c) Positive 
ABF (pABF), negative ABF (nABF) and total ABF (tABF) (d) Suspension force 
applied on the slider (Fs) and force applied by the ramp on the lift tab (Fl) 
Figure 3-13 shows the schematic diagram of the unloading process. In Stage 1, at the 
initial stage of unloading process, the lift tab contacts the ramp and moves vertically 
with a velocity depending on the actuator velocity and the angle of the ramp. The 
slider gives a slight vertical displacement, with the dimple close and the limiters open.  
During the unloading process, in Stage 2, both the positive and negative ABF reduce. 
The upward displacement of the slider results in an increase in squeeze flow effect 
(negative ABF) [7] and hence the positive ABF reduces at a faster rate than the 
negative ABF. The pressure distribution of the slider in this stage is shown in Figure 
3-14(a) and Figure 3-14(b). Negative ABF forms in the cavity area of the slider, as 
shown in Figure 3-15. This causes the slider to be held by the negative ABF at the HDI 
(c) (d) 
(a) (b) 
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and the dimple to be open. The limiters are also open. In this stage, the unloading 
process shows small increase in the minimum FH and pitch angle.  
In Stage 3, as the dimple separation increases, the gimbal builds up sufficient force to 
overcome the negative ABF and hence the slider is released from the surface of the 
disk. The dimple separation should be minimized to prevent damage to the gimbal. 
Limiters are used to prevent excessive dimple separation. When the dimple separation 
reaches the limiter gap, the limiter forces the dimple close. This causes the slider to 
impact the load beam and results in oscillations. The pressure distribution of the slider 





Figure 3-15: Pressure distribution (in terms of atmospheric pressure) of the slider 
during the unloading process (a) Time taken=0.0101ms (b) Time taken=0.3ms (c) 
Time taken=0.79ms (d) Time taken=0.82ms 
(c) (d) 
(a) (b) 
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3.3.2 Conditions for optimal unloading performance 
The key requirements for optimal unloading process are as shown below. 
1. No slider-disk contact 
2. Short duration 
3. Minimal oscillations in the vertical, pitch and roll directions after lift-off 
4. Small ramp force 
5. Small lift-off force 
• Large lift-off force gives long duration, large oscillations and large 
ramp force 
A safe unloading process of a slider ensures that the above requirements are fulfilled. 
In the evaluation of unloading performance of slider, the following are determined. 
1. Safe range of operating conditions that give no slider-disk contact 
2. Lift-off force within the safe range of operating conditions  
3. Maximum oscillation amplitude in the vertical, pitch and roll directions 
after lift-off within the safe range of operating conditions 
4. Maximum ramp force within the safe range of operating conditions 
5. Time taken for lift-off within the safe range of operating conditions 
The unloading performance of Slider 1 is analyzed with respect to operating conditions 
like vertical unloading velocity, disk RPM and altitude.  
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3.3.3 Effects of vertical unloading velocity on unloading performance  
The unloading processes with vertical unloading velocities from 25mm/s to 265mm/s 






Figure 3-16: Effects of vertical unloading velocity on unloading performance (a) 
Lift-off force (b) Maximum oscillation amplitude of minimum FH after lift-off (c) 
Maximum oscillation amplitude of pitch angle after lift-off (d) Maximum 
oscillation amplitude of roll angle after lift-off (e) Maximum ramp force (f) Time 












Figure 3-17: Unloading process with vertical unloading velocity of 65mm/s (a) 
Lift-off force and time taken for lift-off (b) Maximum oscillation amplitude of 
minimum FH after lift-off (c) Maximum oscillation amplitude of pitch angle after 
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The unloading process shows slider-disk contacts for vertical unloading velocity of 
265mm/s. Within the safe range of vertical unloading velocity, a higher unloading 
velocity gives higher lift-off force [Figure 3-16(a)], higher oscillation amplitude of the 
pitch angle [Figure 3-16(c)] as well as higher ramp force [Figure 3-16(e)]. From 
vertical unloading velocity of 25mm/s to 105mm/s, there is an increase in the 
oscillation amplitude of the minimum FH. However, a further increase in the 
unloading velocity reduces the oscillation amplitude [Figure 3-16(b)]. There is a 
reduction in the degree of oscillations in the roll direction as the unloading velocity 
increases from 25mm/s to 105mm/s and the oscillation amplitude increases as the 
unloading velocity increases further [Figure 3-16(d)]. An increase in the vertical 
unloading velocity results in reduction in the time taken for lift-off [Figure 3-16(f)]. 
Figure 3-17(a) shows the lift-off force, which is the minimum total ABF, and time 
taken for lift-off. The maximum oscillation amplitudes of the minimum FH, pitch and 
roll angle after lift-off are also shown in Figure 3-17(b), Figure 3-17(c) and Figure 
3-17(d) respectively. Figure 3-17(e) shows the point where the maximum ramp force is 
taken. 
Figure 3-18 shows the unloading processes with vertical unloading velocity of 
105mm/s, 185mm/s and 265mm/s. For the unloading process with vertical unloading 
velocity of 265mm/s, slider-disk contacts occur at the slider coordinates (0.823, 0.242), 
which is at the corner of the shallow trailing edge pad. Unloading processes with 
vertical unloading velocity of 185mm/s and 265mm/s show reduction in the minimum 
FH [Figure 3-18(a)]. The initial stage of the unloading processes shows similar rate of 
reduction of the negative ABF and shift of negative ABF center for all the three cases 
[Figure 3-18(b)]. For unloading process with vertical unloading velocity of 265mm/s, 
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there is rapid reduction of the positive ABF and rapid shift of positive ABF center 
towards the trailing edge [Figure 3-18(c)]. These lead to rapid increase in the pitch 
angle [Figure 3-18(e)] and hence slider-disk contacts at the trailing edge of the slider. 







Figure 3-18: Unloading processes with vertical unloading velocity of 105mm/s, 
185mm/s and 265mm/s (a) Minimum FH (b) Positive ABF (pABF) and negative 
ABF (nABF) (c) Distance from pivot to ABF center in the x-direction (d) Air 















Figure 3-19: Unloading processes with vertical unloading velocity of 25mm/s, 
105mm/s and 185mm/s (a) Minimum FH (b) Positive ABF (pABF) and negative 
ABF (nABF) (c) Distance from pivot to ABF center in the x-direction (d) Air 
bearing pitch moment (e) Pitch angle (f) Distance from pivot to ABF center in the 












Figure 3-20: Analysis for unloading performance with respect to vertical 
unloading velocity (a) Total ABF (tABF) of unloading processes with vertical 
unloading velocity of 25mm/s, 65mm/s and 105mm/s (b) Air bearing pitch 
moment at lift-off (c) Air bearing roll moment at lift-off (d) Magnitude of air 
bearing roll moment at lift-off 
Figure 3-19 shows the unloading processes with vertical unloading velocity of 
25mm/s, 105mm/s and 185mm/s. Unloading process with higher vertical unloading 
velocity shows higher lift-off force. It gives a more rapid rate of reduction of positive 
ABF [Figure 3-19(b)]. Squeeze flow effect in the unloading process arises from the 
vertical motion of the slider and is proportional to the velocity of the slider. By 
comparing unloading velocity of 25mm/s and 105mm/s, a higher vertical unloading 
velocity has a slower rate of reduction of negative ABF due to larger squeeze flow 
effect. Hence, it has larger lift-off force. However, the negative ABF of vertical 
unloading velocity of 185mm/s shows a slightly more rapid rate of reduction of 
negative ABF as compared to that of 105mm/s. This is due to the large pitch angle of 
(c) (d) 
(a) (b) 
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the slider. Hence, contrary to current findings, the squeeze flow effect is not solely 
dependent on vertical unloading velocity of the slider. The lift-off force is dependent 
on both the positive ABF and negative ABF. Hence, a higher vertical unloading 
velocity gives a higher lift-off force [Figure 3-20(a)], which gives larger ramp force.  
As the vertical unloading velocity increases, the oscillation amplitude in the vertical 
direction increases and then reduces. From vertical unloading velocity of 25mm/s to 
105mm/s, a larger lift-off force results in larger oscillations in the vertical direction. As 
unloading velocity further increases, the rapid increase in minimum FH of the slider 
results in reduction in the oscillation amplitude of minimum FH [Figure 3-19(a)].  
The oscillation amplitude of the pitch and roll angles is dependent on air bearing pitch 
and roll moments at lift-off. As the vertical unloading velocity increases from 65mm/s 
to 225mm/s, there is an increase in the negative pitch moment at lift-off [Figure 
3-20(b)]. Hence, the oscillations in the pitch direction show an increase. The negative 
pitch moment at lift-off for vertical unloading velocity of 25mm/s is higher than that 
for vertical unloading velocity of 65mm/s. However, the latter show larger oscillations 
in the pitch direction. This is because the unloading process with higher unloading 
velocity gives the slider a smaller pitch angle, as the ramp gives the suspension an 
upward deflection. As the vertical unloading velocity increases, the unloading 
processes show a decrease in the oscillations in the roll direction, follow by an 
increase. Figure 3-20(c) shows the roll moment at lift-off with respect to the vertical 
unloading velocity. It is shown that the degree of oscillations in the roll direction is 
directly related to the magnitude of the roll moment at lift-off [Figure 3-20(d)]. 
A higher unloading velocity, which increases the minimum FH at a faster rate, reduces 
the time taken for lift-off.   
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3.3.4 Effects of disk RPM on unloading performance 







Figure 3-21: Effects of disk RPM on unloading performance (a) Lift-off force (b) 
Maximum oscillation amplitude of minimum FH after lift-off (c) Maximum 
oscillation amplitude of pitch angle after lift-off (d) Maximum oscillation 
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The unloading processes show no slider-disk contact within the disk RPM range of 
3,000 and 16,000. A higher disk RPM gives rise to lower lift-off force [Figure 
3-21(a)], which results in lower oscillation amplitude in the vertical direction after lift-
off and lower ramp force [Figure 3-21(e)]. It also results in lower oscillation amplitude 
in the pitch direction after lift-off [Figure 3-21(b) and Figure 3-21(c)]. However, the 
oscillation in the roll direction after lift-off [Figure 3-21(d)] and time taken for lift-off 
[Figure 3-21(f)] do not show any direct relation with the lift-off force. 
Figure 3-17 shows how the lift-off force, time taken for lift-off, maximum oscillation 
amplitudes of the minimum FH, pitch and roll angle after lift-off and maximum ramp 
force are obtained. 
Figure 3-22 shows the unloading processes with disk RPM of 7,200, 10,000 and 
12,000. A higher disk RPM gives slower reduction in the positive ABF and more rapid 
reduction in the negative ABF [Figure 3-22(b)], leading to smaller lift-off force [Figure 
3-23(a)].  
A higher disk RPM gives a slower shift of the positive ABF center towards the trailing 
edge and the negative ABF center remains consistent [Figure 3-22(c)]. These result in 
larger negative pitch moment [Figure 3-22(d)] and slower rate of increase of pitch 
angle [Figure 3-22(e)].  
From Figure 3-23(b), it shows that a higher disk RPM gives a smaller negative air 
bearing pitch moment after lift-off. Hence, it results in lower degree of oscillations in 
the pitch direction.  
A higher disk RPM shows positive and negative ABF centers in the y-direction nearer 
to the outer rail [Figure 3-22(f)]. As mentioned above a higher disk RPM gives slower 
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reduction in the positive ABF and more rapid reduction in the negative ABF. These 
result in larger roll moment [Figure 3-22(g)] and hence larger roll angle [Figure 
3-22(h)].  
For unloading processes, as the disk RPM increases from 5,400, there is a reduction 
followed by an increase in the magnitude of the air bearing roll moment [Figure 
3-23(c) and Figure 3-23(d)]. There is a direct relation between the magnitude of the 
roll moment and the oscillation amplitude in the roll direction after lift-off within this 
range of disk RPM. However, this is not the case for the unloading processes with disk 
RPM from 3,000 to 5,400. As the disk RPM increases from 3,000 to 5,400, there is an 
increase in the roll moment at lift-off but it shows a reduction in the oscillation 
amplitude in the roll direction.  
By comparing with vertical unloading velocity, disk RPM does not have significant 
effect on the time taken for lift-off. 










Figure 3-22: Unloading processes with disk RPM of 7,200, 10,000 and 12,000 (a) 
Minimum FH (b) Positive ABF (pABF) and negative ABF (nABF) (c) Distance 
from pivot to ABF center in the x-direction (d) Air bearing pitch moment (e) 
Pitch angle (f) Distance from pivot to ABF center in the y-direction (g) Air 












Figure 3-23: Analysis for unloading performance with respect to disk RPM (a) 
Total ABF (tABF) of unloading processes with disk RPM of 7,200, 10,000 and 
12,000 (b) Air bearing pitch moment at lift-off (c) Air bearing roll moment at lift-
off (d) Magnitude of air bearing roll moment at lift-off  
(c) (d) 
(a) (b) 
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3.3.5 Effects of altitude on unloading performance 






Figure 3-24: Effects of altitude on unloading performance (a) Lift-off force (b) 
Maximum oscillation amplitude of minimum FH after lift-off (c) Maximum 
oscillation amplitude of pitch angle after lift-off (d) Maximum oscillation 
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The unloading processes with altitude from 0m to 3000m do not show any slider-disk 
contact. As shown in Figure 3-24(a), a reduction in the altitude reduces the lift-off 
force. The maximum oscillation amplitudes in the vertical, pitch and roll directions 
[Figure 3-24(b), Figure 3-24(c) and Figure 3-24(d)] and the ramp force [Figure 
3-24(e)] also show corresponding reduction in magnitude. By comparing with vertical 
unloading velocity, altitude change does not have significant effect on the time taken 
for lift-off [Figure 3-24(f)]. 
Figure 3-17 shows how the lift-off force, time taken for lift-off, maximum oscillation 
amplitudes of the minimum FH, pitch and roll angle after lift-off and maximum ramp 
force are derived. 
The altitude change has less obvious effect on the unloading process, compared to 
vertical unloading velocity and disk RPM. Higher altitude results in smaller positive 
and negative ABF in the static position, as reflected in the initial stage of the unloading 
process as shown in Figure 3-25(b). Hence, a higher altitude results in smaller lift-off 
force [Figure 3-26(a)]. The positive ABF center shifts towards the trailing edge more 
rapidly.    
A smaller lift-off force for higher altitude results in smaller oscillations in the vertical, 
direction as well as smaller ramp force. The oscillation amplitude in the pitch and roll 
directions after the lift-off is dependent on the air bearing pitch and roll moments at the 
lift-off. Figure 3-26(b) and Figure 3-26(c) show that as the altitude increases, the 
negative pitch and roll moments reduce. This results in the reduction in the oscillation 
amplitude in the pitch and roll directions as the altitude increases.  
The altitude change does not cause significant change in the time taken for lift-off. 










Figure 3-25: Unloading processes with altitude of 0m and 3000m (a) Minimum 
FH (b) Positive ABF (pABF) and negative ABF (nABF) (c) Distance from pivot to 
ABF center in the x-direction (d) Air bearing pitch moment (e) Pitch angle (f) 
Distance from pivot to ABF center in the y-direction (g) Air bearing roll moment 











Figure 3-26: Analysis for unloading performance with respect to altitude (a) Total 
ABF (tABF) of unloading processes with altitude of 0m and 3000m (b) Air 
bearing pitch moment at lift-off (c) Air bearing roll moment at lift-off  
(c) 
(a) (b) 
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Disk RPM Altitude 
Presence of slider-disk contact 
within the range simulated 
Yes No No 
Range of lift-off force within the 
range simulated (mN) 
 
Range of oscillation amplitude of 
minimum FH within the range 
simulated (µm) 
 
Range of oscillation amplitude of 
pitch angle within the range 
simulated (mrad) 
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Range of oscillation amplitude of 
roll angle within the range 
simulated (mrad) 
 
Range of maximum ramp force 
within the range simulated (mN) 
 
Range of time taken for lift-off 
within the range simulated (ms) 
 
Table 3-3 summarizes Section 3.3.3, 3.3.4 and 3.3.5, which discusses the effects of 
vertical unloading velocity, disk RPM and altitude on unloading performance. Of the 
operating conditions studied, the vertical unloading velocity has the most significant 
effect on the unloading performance of the slider. Unloading velocity that is 
inappropriately chosen results in slider-disk contacts, large oscillations and ramp force 
and long time taken for the lift-off. 




For loading process, the slider loads from a large initial FH to the disk surface and vice 
versa for unloading process. During loading process, positive ABF, which provides the 
cushioning effect, is developed earlier and negative ABF is developed at a later stage. 
For unloading process, the dimple separation increases until the force of the deformed 
gimbal overcomes the negative total ABF or until the limiter closes. 
For stable and reliable L/UL processes, it is required to ensure no contact between the 
slider and the disk. There should be minimal oscillations in the vertical, pitch and roll 
directions. The duration of the L/UL processes should also be short. Small lift-off force 
is also required for the unloading process. 
The effects of the operating conditions, including vertical L/UL velocities, disk RPM 
and altitude, on the L/UL performance is studied. Of these, vertical L/UL velocities 
have the most significant effects on the L/UL performance, giving large oscillations in 
the vertical, pitch and roll directions during L/UL processes. For unloading process, 
high vertical unloading velocity also results in slider-disk contacts, large lift-off force 
and ramp force but reduces the time taken for lift-off. 
Chapter 4 looks into the ABS design guidelines on L/UL processes. The ABF and ABF 





Air Bearing Surface Design Guidelines 
4.1 Introduction 
Previous studies have indicated the importance to control the ABF and ABF centers, 
acting on the slider, for optimum L/UL performance. However, these studies are 
restricted to sliders with relatively large FH, which is larger than 10nm.  
For ultra-low FH slider, there should be tight control of the process as a small pitch or 
roll angle variation results in slider-disk contacts at low FH. In this chapter, the effects 
of the ABF and ABF centers of the slider on the L/UL performance are studied. The 
results show new phenomena, which are not depicted in previous findings. These 
should be taken care of in the design of the slider ABS with sub-10nm FH.  
The results presented in Chapter 3 showed that the vertical L/UL velocities have the 
most significant effects on L/UL performance. Hence, the L/UL studies for sub-10-nm 
FH sliders are done with respect to the vertical L/UL velocities in Chapter 4. 
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4.2 Effects of ABF centers of slider on L/UL performance 
4.2.1 Design conditions 
To evaluate the effects of ABF centers on L/UL performance, a series of sliders, with 
different ABF centers in the x-direction (along the length of the slider), should firstly 
be designed. The slider ABS designs and pressure distributions of Slider 1-1a, Slider 1-
1b and Slider 1-1c are as shown in Figure 4-1. The cavity area is shifted towards the 
leading edge and the sizes of the leading edge pads and the side pads are modified to 
keep the gap FH of the sliders constant. 
In order to keep the sliders comparable, the gap FH, magnitudes of positive and 
negative ABF and positions of positive and negative ABF centers in the y-direction of 
the sliders are maintained at almost constant values. The minimum FH, pitch and roll 
angles, and positions of positive and negative ABF centers in the x-direction of the 
sliders are summarized in Table 4-1.  
Since the ABF and ABF centers result in the FH and attitude changes of the slider, the 
differences in L/UL performance of the three ABS designs (with consistent magnitudes 
of positive and negative ABF and positions of positive and negative ABF centers in the 
y-direction) can be attributed to the positions of ABF centers in the x-direction. 
The L/UL zone is at disk radius 28.91mm and skew angle 12.33º. The disk RPM is 
10,000. The altitude is taken to be at sea level and the suspension parameters are kept 
constant in the analysis. For loading process, the initial nominal FH of the slider for the 
respective vertical loading velocity is stated in Table 3-1 and the acceleration for the 
loading process is taken to be 300m/s
2
. 









Figure 4-1: (a) ABS design of Slider 1-1a (b) Pressure distribution (in terms of 
atmospheric pressure) of Slider 1-1a (c) ABS design of Slider 1-1b (d) Pressure 
distribution (in terms of atmospheric pressure) of Slider 1-1b (e) ABS design of 
Slider 1-1c (f) Pressure distribution (in terms of atmospheric pressure) of Slider 
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Table 4-1: Static results for Slider 1-1a, Slider 1-1b and Slider 1-1c 
ABS design Slider 1-1a Slider 1-1b Slider 1-1c 
Gap FH (nm) 3.991 4.031 4.049 
Minimum FH (nm) 2.645 3.077 3.448 
Pitch (µrad) 213.043 162.434 122.465 
Roll (µrad) -0.514 -5.082 6.976 
Positive ABF (mN) 24.259 24.672 24.875 
Negative ABF (mN) 16.411 16.824 17.028 
Positive ABF center X (mm) 0.500 0.486 0.471 
Negative ABF center X (mm) 0.511 0.487 0.465 
Positive ABF center Y (mm) 0.351 0.348 0.347 
Negative ABF center Y (mm) 0.349 0.347 0.346 
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4.2.2 Effects of ABF centers on loading performance 
The loading performance of the sliders is evaluated according to the conditions as 







Figure 4-2: Effects of ABF centers on loading performance (a) Maximum 
oscillation amplitude of minimum FH (b) Maximum oscillation amplitude of 
minimum FH – for vertical loading velocity higher than 185mm/s (c) Maximum 
oscillation amplitude of pitch angle (d) Minimum pitch angle (e) Maximum 
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Slider 1-1a, Slider 1-1b and Slider 1-1c do not show contact within the range of 
loading velocity simulated from 25mm/s to 265mm/s.  
The sliders show no oscillation in the vertical direction when the vertical loading 
velocity is smaller than 185mm/s and as the velocity increases from 185mm/s, the 
sliders show almost the same oscillation amplitude for the corresponding velocity 
[Figure 4-2(b)].  
Slider 1-1a, as well as Slider 1-1b with loading velocity of 25mm/s, shows either no or 
minimal oscillations in the pitch direction as the minimum pitch angle is the pitch 
angle at steady state. An example of small oscillations in the pitch direction is as 
shown in Figure 3-7(b). Slider 1-1c, with the largest minimum pitch angle gives the 
largest oscillation amplitude of the pitch angle [Figure 4-2(c) and Figure 4-2(d)]. 
Figure 3-6 shows the case where the there is large oscillation in the pitch direction and 
the minimum pitch angle is not at the steady state position. The oscillation amplitudes 
of the roll angle for the three sliders are almost the same at the respective unloading 
velocity [Figure 4-2(e)].  
The time taken for the loading process is almost the same for the three sliders at the 
respective vertical loading velocity [Figure 4-2(f)]. 
Figure 3-6 shows how the maximum oscillation amplitude in the vertical, pitch and roll 
directions and minimum pitch angle are derived. 











Figure 4-3: Loading processes for Slider 1-1a, Slider 1-1b and Slider 1-1c with 
vertical loading velocity of 265mm/s (a) Minimum FH (b) Positive ABF (pABF) 
and negative ABF (nABF) (c) Distance from pivot to ABF center in the x-
direction (d) Air bearing pitch moment (e) Pitch angle (f) Distance from pivot to 
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The loading processes with vertical loading velocity of 265mm/s are analyzed to 
explain the differences in the loading performance for the sliders. ABS design with 
negative ABF center nearer to the trailing edge reduces the oscillations in the pitch 
direction in the loading process. 
The effects of the position of ABF centers become significant on the loading process 
when the minimum FH is within 1.5µm, when the negative ABF center shift towards 
the leading edge as the negative ABF starts to build up. This is depicted in Figure 
4-3(c). Slider 1-1c shows a larger shift towards the leading edge as compared to Slider 
1-1a. The position of negative ABF center only starts to shift towards the trailing edge 
at a lower FH. The sliders do not show any significant difference in the building up of 
positive and negative ABF [Figure 4-3(b)] and shifting of positive ABF center. Slider 
1-1c shows the highest instability in the building up of the pitch moment [Figure 
4-3(d)]. Hence, Figure 4-3(e) shows that the slider rotates to a large negative pitch 
angle and back to the steady state angle at a low FH. This results in a large angular 
momentum and hence high degree of oscillations as the slider approaches the disk 
surface.  
Figure 4-3(a) shows small difference in the minimum FH profiles for the three sliders. 
The difference in oscillation amplitude of the roll angle is insignificant as compared to 
the difference in oscillation amplitude of the pitch angle during the loading process 
[Figure 4-3(h)].  
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4.2.3 Effects of ABF centers on unloading performance 
The unloading performance of the sliders is evaluated according to the conditions as 






Figure 4-4: Effects of ABF centers on unloading performance (a) Lift-off force (b) 
Maximum oscillation amplitude of minimum FH after lift-off (c) Maximum 
oscillation amplitude of pitch angle after lift-off (d) Maximum oscillation 
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As shown in Figure 4-4, Slider 1-1a shows the smallest safe range of vertical 
unloading velocity with no slider-disk contact. Slider 1-1a shows contact at vertical 
unloading velocity of 265mm/s while Slider 1-1b and Slider 1-1c show no contact 
within the range of vertical unloading velocity simulated.  
Slider 1-1c, which has the negative ABF center nearer to the trailing edge, gives the 
highest lift-off force [Figure 4-4(a)], degree of oscillation in the vertical [Figure 
4-4(b)] and pitch [Figure 4-4(c)] directions, ramp force [Figure 4-4(e)] and time taken 
for lift-off [Figure 4-4(f)]. The degree of oscillation in the roll direction is negligible as 
compared to the degree of oscillation in the pitch direction [Figure 4-4(d)].  
Figure 3-17 shows how the lift-off force, time taken for lift-off, maximum oscillation 
amplitudes of the minimum FH, pitch and roll angle after lift-off and maximum ramp 
force are derived. 










Figure 4-5: Unloading processes for Slider 1-1a, Slider 1-1b and Slider 1-1c with 
vertical unloading velocity of 265mm/s (a) Minimum FH (b) Positive ABF (pABF) 
and negative ABF (nABF) (c) Distance from pivot to ABF center in the x-
direction (d) Air bearing pitch moment (e) Pitch angle (f) Distance from pivot to 










Figure 4-6: Analysis for unloading performance (a) Total ABF (tABF) of 
unloading processes for Slider 1-1a, Slider 1-1b and Slider 1-1c with vertical 
unloading velocity of 65mm/s (b) Air bearing pitch moment at lift-off for Slider 1-
1a, Slider 1-1b and Slider 1-1c with respect to vertical unloading velocity 
From Figure 4-5, the unloading processes with vertical loading velocity of 265mm/s 
are analyzed to explain the differences in the unloading performance of the sliders. For 
Slider 1-1a, slider-disk contacts occur at slider coordinates (0.823,0.242), which is at 
the corner of the shallow trailing edge pad. 
Slider 1-1a has the smallest minimum FH among the three sliders. From Figure 4-5(a), 
Slider 1-1a shows a rapid reduction in the minimum FH before the lift-off, leading to 
slider-disk contacts. It gives fastest reduction in the positive and negative ABF [Figure 
4-5(b)] and fastest shift in the positive and negative ABF centers towards the trailing 
edge [Figure 4-5(c)]. These result in small negative pitch moment [Figure 4-5(d)] and 
rapid increase in the pitch angle [Figure 4-5(e)]. Hence, contacts occur at the trailing 
edge of the slider.  
The position of the negative ABF center significantly affects the unloading 
performance, especially the lift-off force. As Slider 1-1a shows the largest rate of 
reduction of positive and negative ABF during the unloading process [Figure 4-5(b)], 
(a) (b) 
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the lift-off force is the smallest [Figure 4-6(a)]. This leads to lowest maximum ramp 
force and oscillation amplitude in the vertical direction. 
As shown in Figure 4-6(b), Slider 1-1a gives the smallest negative pitch moment at lift 
off. Hence, among the three slider ABS designs, Slider 1-1a shows the smallest degree 
of oscillations in the pitch direction after lift-off. 
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Table 4-2: Effects of ABF center on loading performance 
Operating condition Slider 1-1a Slider 1-1b Slider 1-1c 
Presence of slider-disk contact 
within the range simulated 
No No No 
Range of oscillation amplitude 
of minimum FH within the safe 
range simulated (µm) 
 
Range of oscillation amplitude 
of pitch angle within the safe 
range simulated (mrad) 
 
Range of oscillation amplitude 
of roll angle within the safe 
range simulated (mrad) 
 
Range of time taken for loading 
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Table 4-3: Effects of ABF center on unloading performance 
Operating condition Slider 1-1a Slider 1-1b Slider 1-1c 
Presence of slider-disk contact 
within the range simulated 
Yes No No 
Range of lift-off force within the 
safe range simulated (mN) 
 
Range of oscillation amplitude of 
minimum FH within the safe 
range simulated (µm) 
 
Range of oscillation amplitude of 
pitch angle within the safe range 
simulated (mrad) 
 
Range of oscillation amplitude of 
roll angle within the safe range 
simulated (mrad) 
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Range of maximum ramp force 
within the safe range simulated 
(mN) 
 
Range of time taken for lift-off 
within the safe range simulated 
(ms) 
 
Table 4-2 and Table 4-3 summarize Section 4.2, which discusses the effects of ABF 
centers of the slider on loading and unloading performance. For loading process, ABS 
design with negative ABF center near the trailing edge reduces the oscillations in the 
pitch direction. For unloading process, this ABS design reduces the lift-off force, 
degree of oscillation in the vertical and pitch directions, ramp force and time taken for 
lift-off. However, for ultra-low FH slider, the safe range of vertical unloading velocity 
that shows no slider-disk contact is slightly narrowed for ABS design with negative 
ABF near to the trailing edge as the rate of increase of pitch angle is large. 
Hence, slider ABS design with negative ABF center near the trailing edge is 
recommended to reduce oscillations during L/UL processes and also reduce lift-off 
force during the unloading process. However, the rate of increase of the pitch angle 
during the unloading process should be controlled to prevent slider-disk contact at the 
trailing edge of the slider.  
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4.3 Effects of ABF of slider on L/UL performance 
4.3.1 Design conditions 
The slider ABS designs and pressure distributions of Slider 1-2a, Slider 1-2b and 
Slider 1-2c, as shown in Figure 4-7, are modified from Slider 1 to study the effects of 
ABF of the slider on L/UL performance. The size of the leading edge pads is reduced 
and the size of the trailing edge pads and the side pads are increased to increase the 
positive and negative ABF acting on the slider. To study the effects of the ABF on the 
L/UL processes, the gap FH, positive and negative ABF centers in both the x-direction 
and the y-direction are kept almost constant. These values, with other data from the 
static mode simulation, are shown in Table 4-4. It shows that as the positive and 
negative ABF increase, the pitch angle and peak pressure reduces. The vertical 
stiffness remains almost the same for the three ABS designs. 
The L/UL zone is at disk radius 28.91mm and skew angle 12.33º. The disk RPM is 
10,000. The altitude is taken to be at sea level and the suspension parameters are kept 
constant in the analysis. For loading process, the initial nominal FH of the slider for the 
respective vertical loading velocity is stated in Table 3-1 and the acceleration for the 













Figure 4-7: (a) ABS design of Slider 1-2a (b) Pressure distribution (in terms of 
atmospheric pressure) of Slider 1-2a (c) ABS design of Slider 1-2b (d) Pressure 
distribution (in terms of atmospheric pressure) of Slider 1-2b (e) ABS design of 
Slider 1-2c (f) Pressure distribution (in terms of atmospheric pressure) of Slider 
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Table 4-4: Static results for Slider 1-2a, Slider 1-2b and Slider 1-2c 
ABS design Slider 1-2a Slider 1-2b Slider 1-2c 
Gap FH (nm) 4.092 3.991 4.005 
Minimum FH (nm) 2.153 2.645 3.119 
Pitch (µrad) 280.313 213.043 153.380 
Roll (µrad) -1.748 -0.514 3.970 
Positive ABF (mN) 23.533 24.259 25.660 
Negative ABF (mN) 15.695 16.411 17.812 
Positive ABF center X (mm) 0.501 0.500 0.502 
Negative ABF center X (mm) 0.507 0.511 0.509 
Positive ABF center Y (mm) 0.350 0.351 0.348 
Negative ABF center Y (mm) 0.348 0.349 0.345 
Peak pressure (atm) 37.37 24.50 15.60 
Vertical stiffness (N/µm) 1.272 1.376 1.342 
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4.3.2 Effects of ABF on loading performance 
The loading performance of the sliders is evaluated according to the conditions as 







Figure 4-8: Effects of ABF on loading performance (a) Maximum oscillation 
amplitude of minimum FH (b) Maximum oscillation amplitude of minimum FH – 
for vertical loading velocity higher than 185mm/s (c) Maximum oscillation 
amplitude of pitch angle (d) Minimum pitch angle (e) Maximum oscillation 
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Figure 4-8 shows that the ABF acting on the slider do not have significant effect on the 
loading performance. The results show no slider-disk contact for loading processes 
within the vertical loading velocity from 25mm/s to 265mm/s. The ABS designs give 
small differences in the maximum oscillation amplitude in the vertical [Figure 4-8(a) 
and Figure 4-8(b)], pitch [Figure 4-8(c)] and roll directions [Figure 4-8(e)]. The 
minimum pitch angle of the loading processes is maintained at the steady state angle, 
which denotes small oscillations in the pitch direction [Figure 4-8(d)]. A higher 
positive and negative ABF give slightly lower oscillation amplitude in the pitch 
direction but slightly higher oscillation amplitude in the roll direction. There is also no 
difference in the time taken for the loading process [Figure 4-8(f)]. 
Figure 3-6 shows how the maximum oscillation amplitude in the vertical, pitch and roll 
directions and minimum pitch angle are derived. 
The loading processes of Slider 1-2a, Slider 1-2b and Slider 1-2c with vertical loading 
velocity of 265mm/s are as shown in Figure 4-9. Slider 1-2c has the largest positive 
and negative ABF [Figure 4-9(b)]. The profiles do not show large difference in the 
shifting of the ABF centers in the x and y directions [Figure 4-9(c) and Figure 4-9(f)]. 
As the steady state roll angle is almost the same for the three ABS designs, there is 
insignificant difference in the change of roll angle during the loading process [Figure 
4-9(h)]. Slider 1-2c has the smallest steady state pitch angle and hence the slider 
rotates towards a small pitch angle [Figure 4-9(e)]. 











Figure 4-9: Loading processes for Slider 1-2a, Slider 1-2b and Slider 1-2c with 
vertical loading velocity of 265mm/s (a) Minimum FH (b) Positive ABF (pABF) 
and negative ABF (nABF) (c) Distance from pivot to ABF center in the x-
direction (d) Air bearing pitch moment (e) Pitch angle (f) Distance from pivot to 
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4.3.3 Effects of ABF on unloading performance 
The unloading performance of the sliders is evaluated according to the conditions as 







Figure 4-10: Effects of ABF on unloading performance (a) Lift-off force (b) 
Maximum oscillation amplitude of minimum FH after lift-off (c) Maximum 
oscillation amplitude of pitch angle after lift-off (d) Maximum oscillation 
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From Figure 4-10, Slider 1-2a, with the smallest positive and negative ABF, shows the 
smallest range of unloading velocity without slider-disk contact. Slider 1-2a, Slider 1-
2b and Slider 1-2c show contact at vertical unloading velocity of 305mm/s, 265mm/s 
and 225mm/s respectively. Slider 1-2a has the smallest lift-off force [Figure 4-10(a)] 
and hence has lowest oscillation amplitude in the vertical [Figure 4-10(b)] direction, 
ramp force [Figure 4-10(e)] and time taken for lift-off [Figure 4-10(f)]. Slider 1-2a also 
has the smallest oscillation amplitude in the pitch direction [Figure 4-10(c)]. There is 
no obvious trend for the oscillation amplitude in the roll direction [Figure 4-10(d)]. 
The magnitude of the oscillation in the roll direction is small as compared to that in the 
pitch direction.  
Figure 3-17 shows how the lift-off force, time taken for lift-off, maximum oscillation 
amplitudes of the minimum FH, pitch and roll angle after lift-off and maximum ramp 
force are derived. 











Figure 4-11: Unloading processes for Slider 1-2a, Slider 1-2b and Slider 1-2c with 
vertical unloading velocity of 225mm/s (a) Minimum FH (b) Positive ABF (pABF) 
and negative ABF (nABF) (c) Distance from pivot to ABF center in the x-
direction (d) Air bearing pitch moment (e) Pitch angle (f) Distance from pivot to 










Figure 4-12: Analysis for unloading performance (a) Total ABF (tABF) of 
unloading processes for Slider 1-2a, Slider 1-2b and Slider 1-2c with vertical 
unloading velocity of 65mm/s (b) Air bearing pitch moment at lift-off for Slider 1-
2a, Slider 1-2b and Slider 1-2c with respect to vertical unloading velocity 
Figure 4-11 show the unloading process of the three ABS designs with vertical 
unloading velocity of 225mm/s. It shows slider-disk contacts for Slider 1-2c. Slider 1-
2c shows the most rapid rate of reduction of positive and negative ABF [Figure 
4-11(b)] and the most rapid shift in the positive ABF center towards the trailing edge 
[Figure 4-11(c)]. These result in the most rapid rate of increase of pitch angle [Figure 
4-11(e)], leading to contact at lower FH for Slider 1-2c. Slider flying at lower FH 
requires the pitch angle to be increased at a lower rate during unloading process. 
The negative ABF shows almost the same rate of reduction for all the ABS designs and 
for positive ABF, Slider 1-2c reduces at the fastest rate [Figure 4-11(b)]. This results in 
the largest lift-off force for Slider 1-2c [Figure 4-12(a)]. This in turn results in largest 
oscillation amplitude in the vertical direction, ramp force and time taken for lift-off. 
As shown in Figure 4-12(b), Slider 1-2a gives the smallest negative pitch moment at 
lift off. Hence, among the three slider ABS designs, Slider 1-2a shows the smallest 
degree of oscillations in the pitch direction after lift-off. 
 
(a) (b) 
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Table 4-5: Effects of ABF on loading performance 
Operating condition Slider 1-1a Slider 1-1b Slider 1-1c 
Presence of slider-disk contact 
within the range simulated 
No No No 
Range of oscillation amplitude 
of minimum FH within the safe 
range simulated (µm) 
 
Range of oscillation amplitude 
of pitch angle within the safe 
range simulated (mrad) 
 
Range of oscillation amplitude 
of roll angle within the safe 
range simulated (mrad) 
 
Range of time taken for loading 
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Table 4-6: Effects of ABF on unloading performance 
Operating condition Slider 1-1a Slider 1-1b Slider 1-1c 
Presence of slider-disk contact 
within the range simulated 
No Yes Yes 
Range of lift-off force within the 
safe range simulated (mN) 
 
Range of oscillation amplitude of 
minimum FH within the safe 
range simulated (µm) 
 
Range of oscillation amplitude of 
pitch angle within the safe range 
simulated (mrad) 
 
Range of oscillation amplitude of 
roll angle within the safe range 
simulated (mrad) 
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Range of maximum ramp force 
within the safe range simulated 
(mN) 
 
Range of time taken for lift-off 
within the safe range simulated 
(ms) 
 
Table 4-5 and Table 4-6 summarize Section 4.3, which discusses the effects of ABF of 
the slider on loading and unloading performance. The positive and negative ABF 
acting on the slider do not have significant effect on the loading performance of the 
slider. ABS designs with a smaller positive and negative ABF gives a better unloading 
performance as the lift-off force is lower and the range of vertical unloading velocity 
without slider-disk contact is wider. For low FH sliders, contacts occur as the rate of 
increase of pitch angle is rapid during the unloading process.   




ABS designs with negative ABF center that lie nearer to the trailing edge gives better 
L/UL performance. It gives loading process with smaller oscillations in the pitch 
direction. For unloading process, ABS with negative ABF center nearer to the trailing 
edge shows lower lift-off force but slightly smaller range of velocity without slider-
disk contact. This phenomenon is especially significant in unloading process with low 
FH sliders as sliders flying at low FH allow a smaller increase in pitch angle during the 
unloading process. A large increase in the pitch angle results in a reduction in the 
minimum FH during the unloading process, resulting in slider-disk contacts. 
ABS design with smaller positive and negative ABF can be designed. It gives wider 
range of vertical unloading velocity without slider-disk contact and smaller lift-off 
force. The positive and negative ABF acting on the slider has insignificant effect on 
the loading process. 
 
 




Pitch Static Attitude and Roll Static Attitude 
Tolerances 
5.1 Introduction 
In the design analysis of L/UL processes for ultra-low FH sliders, the effects of 
manufacturing tolerances should be taken into considerations. Manufacturing 
tolerances that significantly affect the L/UL processes may result in slider-disk 
contacts, which damage the slider and disk surfaces and degrade the magnetic layer of 
the disk.  
The manufacturing tolerances of PSA, RSA, gram load and load-point offsets are 
studied. In addition, ABS manufacturing tolerances, including mask shifts, crown, 
camber, and etching depths, are also investigated. Among these manufacturing 
tolerances, PSA and RSA are found to affect the L/UL processes most significantly.  
In Chapter 5, the effects of PSA and RSA tolerances on the L/UL processes are 
investigated using Slider 1, as shown in Figure 3-1. To widen the PSA and RSA 
regions that give safe L/UL processes without slider-disk contacts, vertical L/UL 
velocities and slider ABS design should be optimized. While carrying out slider 
optimization, the ABS design issues are addressed using different types of ABS 
designs in order to obtain a thorough study.  
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5.2 Effects of PSA and RSA tolerances on the L/UL processes 
5.2.1 Loading process 
The effects of PSA and RSA on loading process are illustrated using Slider 1, as 
shown in Figure 3-1. The L/UL zone is at disk radius 28.91mm and skew angle 12.33º. 
Slider 1 has gap FH 4nm, minimum FH 2.65nm, pitch angle 213µrad and roll angle -
0.5µrad when the PSA and RSA are 0.5° and 0° respectively. The disk RPM is 10,000 
and the vertical loading velocity and acceleration for the loading process are taken to 
be 65mm/s and 300m/s
2
 respectively. The altitude is taken to be at sea level and the 
suspension parameters are kept constant in the analysis. For loading process, the slider 
loads from the initial nominal FH of 27.0µm unless specified. 
The loading processes of Slider 1 show no slider-disk contact within the PSA range 
from 0° to 2.4°. The RSA is maintained at 0°. 
Figure 5-1 shows the loading processes with PSA of 0.0°, 0.5°, 1.0° and -0.1°, at 
which the slider contacts disk in loading process. The points after the contact point are 
truncated. During loading process, the slider rotates towards the steady state pitch and 
roll angles. At the beginning of the loading process, the slider with different PSA has a 
different pitch angle [Figure 5-1(g)]. The initial pitch angle of the slider is smaller than 
that of the corresponding PSA as the lift tab on the ramp causes the suspension to 
deflect upwards at the initial stage of the loading process. As the suspension moves 
down the ramp, the pitch angle increases.  
As the positive ABF starts to build up, the pitch angle rotates towards the steady state 
pitch angle [Figure 5-1(b)]. Comparing PSA of 0.5º and 1.0º, the latter is more 
unstable in the building up of positive ABF. At a lower FH, the negative ABF starts to 
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build up and the negative ABF center shifts from the trailing edge position towards the 
leading edge [Figure 5-1(d)]. The position of the positive ABF center is dependent on 
the pitch angle of the slider [Figure 5-1(c)]. The air bearing pitch moment [Figure 
5-1(e)], which is dependent on the positive and negative ABF and the center, affects 
the rotation of the slider in the pitch direction [Figure 5-1(f)]. At the steady state 
position, larger positive PSA results in larger negative pitch moment.  
When the pitch and roll angles are negative, the positive ABF build up is slow as air 
flows from the outer leading to inner trailing edge. For negative PSA of -0.1°, the 
negative pitch angle, together with the negative pitch moment results in contact at the 
slider coordinates (0.005,0.653), which is at the leading edge of the ABS. Therefore, a 
negative PSA should be prevented. 
A positive PSA gives a smoother loading process as compared to a negative PSA, as 
long as the time taken and air bearing pitch moment are large enough for the slider to 
adjust towards the steady state attitude as it approaches low FH. A larger positive PSA 
requires a longer time to reach the steady state pitch angle in the loading process. 











Figure 5-1: Loading processes with PSA of -0.1°, 0.0°, 0.5° and 1.0° and RSA of 0° 
(a) Minimum FH (b) Positive ABF (pABF) and negative ABF (nABF) (c) Distance 
from pivot to pABF in x-direction (d) Distance from pivot to nABF in x-direction 
(e) Air bearing pitch moment (f) Pitch angle with respect to FH (g) Pitch angle 














Figure 5-2: Loading processes with PSA of 0.5° and RSA of -0.5°, -0.4°, 0.0° and 
0.5° (a) Minimum FH (b) Positive ABF (pABF) and negative ABF (nABF) (c) 
Distance from pivot to ABF center in the y-direction (d) Air bearing roll moment 
(e) Roll angle 
The loading processes show no slider-disk contact within the RSA range of -0.4° and 
1.0°. The PSA is kept at 0.5°. 
Similarly for RSA, the loading process with negative RSA shows higher probability of 
slider-disk contacts as compared to that with positive RSA. Figure 5-2 shows the 
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contact between the slider and disk. The slider coordinates of the contact point is at 
(0.660,0.680), which is at the outer rail of the slider. This is due to the slow 
development of positive ABF [Figure 5-2(b)]. Hence, the loading process with RSA of 
-0.5º has a smaller positive roll moment than that with RSA of -0.4º although a larger 
moment is required for the slider to prevent contact [Figure 5-2(d)]. This results in 
small rate of reduction of negative roll angle during the loading process [Figure 
5-2(e)].  
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5.2.2 Unloading process 
Similarly, in the case of the unloading process, the effects of PSA and RSA on 
unloading process are illustrated using Slider 1, as shown in Figure 3-1. The L/UL 
zone is at disk radius 28.91mm and skew angle 12.33º. Slider 1 has gap FH 4nm, 
minimum FH 2.65nm, pitch angle 213µrad and roll angle -0.5µrad when the PSA and 
RSA are 0.5° and 0° respectively. The disk RPM is 10,000 and the vertical unloading 
velocity is taken to be 65mm/s. The altitude is taken to be at sea level and the 
suspension parameters are kept constant in the analysis.  
The slider gives unloading processes with no slider-disk contact within the PSA range 
from -0.4° to 1.9°. The RSA is maintained at 0°. 
Figure 5-3 shows the unloading processes of the slider with PSA of -0.1°, 0.0°, 0.5° 
and 1.0°. All the unloading processes show no slider-disk contact. During the 
unloading process, the positive ABF reduces more rapidly than the negative ABF, 
resulting in net negative ABF. The negative ABF for the unloading process with higher 
positive PSA reduces at a faster rate while the rate of reduction of negative ABF 
remains almost constant [Figure 5-3(b)]. This gives smaller lift-off force [Figure 
5-3(c)]. A higher positive PSA results in positive ABF center that is nearer to the 
trailing edge and negative ABF center that is nearer to the leading edge [Figure 
5-3(d)]. 
The unloading process with higher positive PSA has a larger negative pitch moment at 
the steady state [Figure 5-3(e)]. As the positive and negative ABF acting on the slider 
reduce and the ABF centers shift, the suspension moment in the pitch direction is 
larger than that of the air bearing pitch moment of the slider. This causes the slider to 
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rotate from the steady state pitch angle towards the static pitch angle. The pitch angle 
for the loading process with higher positive PSA increases at a faster rate since the air 







Figure 5-3: Unloading processes with PSA of -0.1°, 0.0°, 0.5° and 1.0° and RSA of 
0° (a) Minimum FH (b) Positive ABF (pABF) and negative ABF (nABF) (c) Total 
ABF (tABF) (d) Distance from pivot to ABF center in the x-direction (e) Air 
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The slider gives unloading processes with no slider-disk contact within the RSA range 
from -0.3° to 0.2°. The PSA is maintained at 0.5°. 
Figure 5-4 shows the unloading processes with RSA of -0.4°, -0.3°, 0° and 0.2°. The 
unloading process with RSA of -0.4° shows slider-disk contacts at the slider 
coordinates (0.725,0.670), which is at the outer rail. Reduction in the minimum FH 
occurs if the rate of increase of the roll angle is excessively large during the unloading 
process. This is depicted in the unloading processes with PSA of -0.4° and -0.3° 
[Figure 5-4(a)]. For RSA of -0.4°, the rapid reduction in the minimum FH leads to 
slider-disk contacts.  
As the ABF reduces and the ABF centers shift, the air bearing roll moment reduces to 
zero [Figure 5-4(e)] and the roll angle of the slider changes from the steady state 
attitude towards the static attitude [Figure 5-4(f)]. Hence, unloading process with RSA 
of -0.4° and -0.3° shows a more rapid rate of increase of roll angle during the 
unloading processes.  









Figure 5-4: Unloading processes with PSA of 0.5° and RSA of -0.4°, -0.3°, 0.0° and 
0.2° (a) Minimum FH (b) Positive ABF (pABF) and negative ABF (nABF) (c) 
Total ABF (tABF) (d) Distance from pivot to ABF center in the y-direction (e) Air 
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In summary of Section 5.2, which shows the effects of PSA and RSA on the L/UL 
processes, PSA and RSA have obvious effects on the L/UL processes. It is crucial to 
ensure that the L/UL performance is optimal within the PSA and RSA tolerance 
regions. In Chapter 5, only slider-disk contact is taken into consideration in the 
evaluation of good L/UL performance. 
Hence, the operating conditions and slider ABS designs are looked into. Section 5.3 
and Section 5.4 study the effects of vertical L/UL velocities and slider ABS design on 
the PSA and RSA regions that give safe L/UL process without slider-disk contact.  
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5.3 Optimization of vertical L/UL velocities 
In L/UL processes, the PSA and RSA tolerance regions are widened through 
optimizing the vertical L/UL velocities. This is achieved through increasing the pitch 
and roll moments in the required direction. Table 3-1 shows the initial nominal FH of 
the slider for the respective vertical loading velocity. 
5.3.1 Loading process 
 
 
Figure 5-5: Effects of vertical loading velocity on PSA and RSA regions that show 
safe loading processes with no slider-disk contact (a) PSA region while RSA is 0° 
(b) RSA region while PSA is 0.5° 
Figure 5-5 shows the PSA and RSA regions that give safe loading process with no 
slider-disk contact. The PSA and RSA regions are wider for higher loading velocity.  
Considering loading process with PSA of 0.5° and RSA of 0.7°, as shown in Figure 
5-6, no slider-disk contact occur for loading processes with vertical loading velocity of 
65mm/s and 105mm/s but contacts occur for the loading process with vertical loading 
velocity of 25mm/s. The contacts occur at the slider coordinates (0.823,0.242), which 
is at the corner of the shallow trailing edge pad.  
During loading process, as explained in Section 3.2.1, the squeeze flow effects 
generate positive ABF in the recessed cavity area. A higher vertical loading velocity 
(a) (b) 
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gives rise to larger positive ABF at a larger minimum FH due to larger squeeze flow 
effects, as shown in Figure 5-6(b). For higher loading velocity, negative ABF center is 
shifted towards the leading edge at a larger minimum FH [Figure 5-6(c)]. The 
development of the negative ABF and the shift of the positive ABF center remains 
almost the same. These results in larger negative pitch moment [Figure 5-6(d)] and 
hence a smaller pitch angle with respect to the minimum FH [Figure 5-6(e)] for the 
loading process with higher loading velocity. Hence, loading processes with vertical 
loading velocities of 65mm/s and 105mm/s show larger PSA regions that show no 
slider-disk contact than loading process with loading velocity of 25mm/s. Contacts 
occur at trailing edge of the slider when negative pitch moment of the slider is small. 
In the roll direction, development of the negative ABF and shift of the positive ABF 
center remains almost the same. The negative ABF center shows the shift towards the 
slider center at a larger minimum FH for the loading process with higher vertical 
loading velocity [Figure 5-6(f)]. This, together with the development of positive ABF 
at a larger minimum FH, results in larger negative roll moment [Figure 5-6(g)] and a 
smaller roll angle with respect to the minimum FH [Figure 5-6(h)]. Hence, for loading 
process with higher vertical loading velocity, there is larger RSA region that shows no 
slider-disk contact.  
A higher vertical loading velocity also gives a more unstable loading process. As 
compared to the loading process with vertical loading velocity of 25mm/s, the loading 
processes with vertical loading velocity of 65mm/s and 105mm/s show an increase in 
the minimum FH [Figure 5-6(a)] and higher degree of oscillations in the development 
of the pitch and roll moments [Figure 5-6(d) and Figure 5-6(g)] during the loading 
process. This phenomenon is also elaborated in Section 3.2.3. 











Figure 5-6: Loading processes for vertical loading velocity of 25mm/s, 65mm/s 
and 105mm/s with PSA of 0.5° and RSA of 0.7° (a) Minimum FH (b) Positive ABF 
(pABF) and negative ABF (nABF) (c) Distance from pivot to ABF center in the x-
direction (d) Air bearing pitch moment (e) Pitch angle (f) Distance from pivot to 
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5.3.2 Unloading process 
 
 
Figure 5-7: Effects of vertical unloading velocity on PSA and RSA regions that 
show safe unloading processes with no slider-disk contact (a) PSA region while 
RSA is 0° (b) RSA region while PSA is 0.5° 
As shown in Figure 5-7, as the vertical unloading velocity increases from 25mm/s to 
65mm/s, the PSA and RSA regions that show safe unloading process without slider-
disk contact reduce. As the vertical unloading velocity increases from 65mm/s to 
105mm/s, the PSA and RSA regions increase. 
Considering unloading process with PSA of 0.5° and RSA of -0.4°, as shown in Figure 
5-8, no slider-disk contact occur for vertical unloading velocity of 105mm/s but 
contacts occur for the unloading processes with vertical unloading velocity of 25mm/s 
and 65mm/s. The contacts occur at slider coordinates (0.725,0.670). 
Comparing the unloading processes with vertical unloading velocity of 25mm/s and 
65mm/s, the higher unloading velocity gives smaller PSA and RSA regions with safe 
unloading processes. Squeeze flow effects in the unloading process arise from the 
vertical motion of the slider, resulting in smaller reduction in the negative ABF as 
compared to the positive ABF during the unloading process. As depicted in Figure 
5-8(b), a higher unloading velocity gives smaller positive ABF and larger negative 
ABF at the respective minimum FH, resulting in higher lift-off force. The positive 
(a) (b) 
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ABF center shows a larger shift towards the trailing edge while the negative ABF 
center remains almost the same [Figure 5-8(c)]. These results in lower negative pitch 
moment [Figure 5-8(d)] and hence larger pitch angle at the respective minimum FH 
[Figure 5-8(e)]. At low FH, a large rate of increase of the pitch angle results in contact 
at the trailing edge of the slider. In the roll direction, the unloading process with 
vertical unloading velocity of 65mm/s also gives smaller positive roll moment [Figure 
5-8(g)] and hence larger roll angle with respect to the minimum FH [Figure 5-8(h)]. 
For unloading processes with vertical unloading velocity of 65mm/s and 105mm/s, the 
higher unloading velocity gives larger PSA and RSA regions with safe unloading 
processes. Although the unloading process with vertical unloading velocity of 
105mm/s shows larger pitch and roll angles and a reduction in the minimum FH, the 
rapid vertical displacement of the slider prevents the slider from contacting the disk 
surface [Figure 5-8(a)].  











Figure 5-8: Unloading processes for vertical unloading velocity of 25mm/s, 
65mm/s and 105mm/s with PSA of 0.5° and RSA of -0.4° (a) Minimum FH (b) 
Positive ABF (pABF) and negative ABF (nABF) (c) Distance from pivot to ABF 
center in x-direction (d) Air bearing pitch moment (e) Pitch angle (f) Distance 
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A summary of Section 5.3, which studies the effects of vertical L/UL velocities on the 
PSA and RSA regions that give safe L/UL processes without slider-disk contacts, is 
given below. 
A higher vertical loading velocity widens the PSA and RSA tolerance regions that give 
safe loading processes with no slider-disk contact as it gives higher squeeze flow 
effect. This leads to higher air bearing pitch and roll moments. However, this also 
results in higher degree of instability in the change of air bearing moments. Hence, a 
medium high vertical loading velocity is recommended for the loading process.  
A higher vertical unloading velocity gives smaller pitch and roll moments, which 
results in rapid rate of increase of pitch and roll angles. These lead to slider-disk 
contact and hence reduces the PSA and RSA regions with no contact between the 
slider and the disk during the unloading process. However, a further increase in 
unloading velocity widens the regions as there is a more rapid increase in the vertical 
displacement. As a higher vertical unloading velocity also results in higher lift-off 
force, smaller unloading velocity is recommended for the unloading process. 
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5.4 Optimization of slider ABS designs  
In addition to optimizing the vertical L/UL velocities, another method to widen the 
PSA and RSA regions that give safe L/UL processes with no slider-disk contact is 
achieved through optimizing the ABS designs. Here, the various ABS design issues 
that results in slider-disk contacts during L/UL processes are discussed.  
5.4.1 Slider ABS designs 
Other than Slider 1, the following slider ABS designs and the corresponding operating 
conditions are used to illustrate the ABS design issues. 
 
 
Figure 5-9: Slider 2 (a) ABS design (b) Pressure distribution in terms of 
atmospheric pressure 
The L/UL zone of Slider 2 is at disk radius 28.91mm and skew angle 13.58º. The slider 
ABS design and pressure distribution of Slider 2 are shown in Figure 5-9. This slider 
has gap FH 8.91nm, minimum FH 7.85nm, pitch 47µrad and roll -4.46µrad when the 
PSA and RSA are 0.5° and 0° respectively. The disk RPM is 4,200.  
(a) (b) 





Figure 5-10: Slider 3 (a) ABS design (b) Pressure distribution in terms of 
atmospheric pressure 
The L/UL zone of Slider 3 is at disk radius 28.91mm and skew angle 12.33º. The slider 
ABS design and pressure distribution of Slider 3 are shown in Figure 5-10. This slider 
has gap FH 6.32nm, minimum FH 7.76nm, pitch 244µrad and roll -5µrad when the 
PSA and RSA are 0.5° and 0° respectively. The disk RPM is 10,000.  
In the analysis in Section 5.4.2 and Section 5.4.3, modifications are made to the three 
ABS designs, Slider 1, Slider 2 and Slider 3, while keeping the gap FH constant for the 
respective designs. The initial nominal FH and vertical L/UL velocities are maintained 




Summaries of the ABS design issues identified in load and unload processes are given 
in Table 5-1 and Table 5-2 respectively. The design issues are elaborated using the 
examples as stated in the summaries. ABS design considerations are established.  
(a) (b) 
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5.4.2 Loading process 
Table 5-1: Summary of ABS design issues and considerations for loading process 
Contact points Measure taken and effect Design consideration 




 Slider 2-1: Remove the small 
pads to allow large roll angle 
before contact occur 
 Avoid pads with low 
pressure at the corners 
of the trailing edge 
 




 Slider 2-2: Increase size of 
leading edge pads to maintain 
high positive ABF at the 
leading edge of the slider 
(prevent contact when the pitch 
angle is negative) 
 Maintain high positive 
ABF at the leading 
edge 
 Maintain positive pitch 
throughout (minimum 
FH should always be 
near the trailing edge) 
 Avoid use of negative 
PSA  
 Trailing edge 
pads and side 
pads  
Slider 1  
 Slider 1-3: Increase size of 
leading edge pads 
 Slider 1-4: Increase size of side 
pads 
 Slider 1-5: Increase size of 
leading edge and side pads 
 To have high roll moment in 
the desired direction  
 High negative pitch 
moment and roll 
moment in the desired 
direction 
 Position the air bearing 
pads close to the 
trailing edge and 
inner/outer rail 
 Small cavity depth 




 Slider 3-1: Trailing edge pads 
is shifted towards the trailing 
edge 
 Slider 3-2: Cavity depth is 
reduced 
 To have high negative pitch 
moment 
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5.4.2.1 Avoid pads with low pressure at the corners of the trailing edge 
 
 
Figure 5-11: Slider 2-1 (a) ABS design (b) Pressure distribution in terms of 
atmospheric pressure – Slider 2-1 has no pad at the corners of the trailing edge as 
compared to Slider 2 
 
 
Figure 5-12: Effects of ABS designs (Slider 2 and Slider 2-1) on PSA and RSA 
regions that show safe loading processes with no slider-disk contact (a) PSA 
region while RSA is 0° (b) RSA region while PSA is 0.5° 
Pads near the corners of the trailing edge should be avoided. These pads do not give 
high positive ABF during loading process to prevent contact and even cause the slider 
to contact the disk with a small roll angle. 
Slider 2-1, as shown in Figure 5-11, is modified from Slider 2. The small pads near the 
trailing edge of the slider are removed. From Figure 5-12(a), this modification does not 
cause any change to the PSA region that gives safe loading process. The peak pressure 
(a) (b) 
(a) (b) 
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of Slider 2 and Slider 2-1 are 11.53 and 11.72 respectively. Hence, the modification 
does not result in significant change in the performance of the slider in the pitch 
direction. In the case of the RSA, the RSA region with safe loading process is widened 
as the modified design allows a larger roll angle [Figure 5-12(b)].  
Figure 5-13 shows the loading processes for Slider 2 and Slider 2-1 with PSA of 0.5° 
and RSA of -0.6°. The loading processes show slider-disk contacts for Slider 2 but not 
for Slider 2-1. The contact point for Slider 2 occurs at slider coordinates (1.246,0.971), 
which is at the outer trailing edge of the slider. The presence of the small pads at the 
corners of the trailing edge reduces the minimum FH during the loading process 
[Figure 5-13(a)]. The positive ABF build with respect to the minimum FH is small for 
Slider 2 as compared to that for Slider 2-1 [Figure 5-13(b)]. The negative ABF center 
of Slider 2 remains near the trailing edge at low minimum FH [Figure 5-13(c)]. This 
results in low negative pitch moment [Figure 5-13(d)] and hence slow rate of reduction 
of pitch angle with respect to the minimum FH [Figure 5-13(e)] during the loading 
process. 
Similarly, in the roll direction, the roll moment for Slider 2-1 is larger than that for 
Slider 2 [Figure 5-13(g)]. There is a more rapid rate of reduction of roll angle with 
respect to the minimum FH during the loading process [Figure 5-13(h)].  











Figure 5-13: Loading processes with PSA 0.5° and RSA -0.6° for Slider 2 and 
Slider 2-1 (a) Minimum FH (b) Positive ABF (pABF) and negative ABF (nABF) 
(c) Distance from pivot to ABF center in x-direction (d) Distance from pivot to 
ABF center in y-direction (e) Air bearing pitch moment (f) Pitch angle (g) Air 
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5.4.2.2 Maintain high positive ABF at the leading edge 
 
 
Figure 5-14: Slider 2-2 (a) ABS design (b) Pressure distribution in terms of 




Figure 5-15: Effects of ABS designs (Slider 2-1 and Slider 2-2) on PSA and RSA 
regions that show safe loading processes with no slider-disk contact (a) PSA 
region while RSA is 0° (b) RSA region while PSA is 0.5° 
Slider 2-2, as shown in Figure 5-14, is modified from Slider 2-1. The size of the 
leading edge pads is increased to increase the positive ABF at the leading edge and 
hence prevent contact when the pitch angle is negative.  
From Figure 5-15, for loading process with PSA of 0º, Slider 2-2 shows no slider-disk 
contact but shows contact for Slider 2-1. The contact point is at the leading edge of the 
slider, at the slider coordinates (0.081,0.843). It is explained earlier that the ramp 
(a) (b) 
(a) (b) 
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height results in an initial negative pitch angle when PSA of 0º. A negative pitch angle 
has a higher probability of contact as compared to the positive pitch angle due to the 
air flow direction. Hence, a high positive ABF is required at the leading edge such that 
it generates a large positive pitch moment when the pitch angle is negative.  
Slider 2-2 shows a large development of positive and negative ABF at low FH [Figure 
5-16(b)]. It also gives a more rapid shift of the positive ABF center towards the trailing 
edge and the shift of the negative ABF center remains almost the same [Figure 
5-16(c)]. Hence, there is a larger positive pitch moment [Figure 5-16(d)] and more 
rapid reduction in the negative pitch angle [Figure 5-16(e)]. 
Since the probability of slider-disk contacts is higher for higher for slider with a 
negative pitch, it is recommended to maintain positive pitch angle at low FH (keep 
minimum FH near the trailing edge) to prevent contact at the leading edge of the slider. 
To achieve this, a negative PSA should also be avoided [7, 11, 28]. 








Figure 5-16: Loading processes for Slider 2-1 and Slider 2-2 with PSA of 0.0° and 
RSA of 0.0° (a) Minimum FH (b) Positive ABF (pABF) and negative ABF (nABF) 
(c) Distance from pivot to ABF center in the x-direction (d) Air bearing pitch 
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5.4.2.3 High negative pitch moment and high roll moment in the desired direction 
 
 
Figure 5-17: Slider 1-3 (a) ABS design (b) Pressure distribution in terms of 




Figure 5-18: Slider 1-4 (a) ABS design (b) Pressure distribution in terms of 
atmospheric pressure – Slider 1-4 has larger side pads with smaller recess as 
compared to Slider 1 
(a) (b) 
(a) (b) 





Figure 5-19: Slider 1-5 (a) ABS design (b) Pressure distribution in terms of 
atmospheric pressure – Slider 1-5 has larger leading edge pads and larger side 
pads with smaller recess as compared to Slider 1 
 
 
Figure 5-20: Effects of ABS designs (Slider 1, Slider 1-3, Slider 1-4 and Slider 1-5) 
on PSA and RSA regions that show safe loading processes with no slider-disk 
contact (a) PSA region while RSA is 0° (b) RSA region while PSA is 0.5° 
As mentioned in Section 5.4.2.2, a negative PSA should be avoided [7, 11, 28]. In this 
section, only positive PSA is considered.  
A large positive pitch or roll angle of the slider results in contact at the trailing edge as 
the slider loads to the surface of the disk. When the contact points are near the trailing 
edge, the most effective method to prevent contact is to increase the negative pitch 
moment and roll moment in the desired directions. This can be achieved through 
increasing positive ABF, reducing negative ABF, shifting positive ABF center towards 
(a) (b) 
(a) (b) 
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trailing edge and shifting negative ABF center towards leading edge but keeping it 
between the pivot and trailing edge. However, modifications to the ABS design result 
in an increase or decrease in positive and negative ABF simultaneously, so as to 
maintain the same gram load. Modifications also cause positive and negative ABF 
center to shift in the same direction to achieve steady state. The most effective way is 
to increase the negative pitch moment and roll moment in the desired directions is to 
allow the positive ABF to build up rapidly when the slider is flying at a low minimum 
FH.  
One way to achieve this is to increase the size of the leading edge pads and the side 
pads. An increase in the pad size near the inner and outer rails increases the positive 
ABF when the slider has a low FH at either the inner or outer rail. Slider 1-3, Slider 1-
4 and Slider 1-5, as shown in Figure 5-17, Figure 5-18 and Figure 5-19 respectively, 
are modified from Slider 1. Slider 1-3 shows an increase in the size of the leading edge 
pads and Slider 1-4 shows an increase in the size and recess height of the side pads. 
Slider 1-5 shows both an increase in the size of the leading edge pads and an increase 
in the size and recess height of the side pads.  
As shown in Figure 5-20, the PSA region that shows safe loading process with no 
slider-disk contact is the same for the four ABS designs while the RSA region for 
Slider 1-3 is higher than that for the other ABS designs.   
Figure 5-21 shows the loading processes of the slider with PSA of 0.5° and RSA of -
0.5°. It shows slider-disk contacts for Slider 1 but not for the other sliders. The contact 
occurs at the slider coordinates (0.660,0.680).   
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The modifications made for Slider 1-5 result in a more rapid increase in the positive 
and negative ABF at low FH [Figure 5-21(b)] and hence lead to an increase in the 
minimum FH before the slider contacts the disk [Figure 5-21(a)]. Figure 5-21(f) shows 
the increase in the minimum FH as the negative ABF center shifts towards the center 
of the slider. These lead to a higher positive roll moment for Slider 1-5 as compared to 
the other sliders [Figure 5-21(g)], causing a more rapid rotation of the roll angle to the 
steady state attitude [Figure 5-21(h)].  
The rapid reduction of the roll angle of Slider 1-5 also causes the increase in the 
minimum FH during the loading process. Hence, in the pitch direction, there is a larger 
negative pitch moment [Figure 5-21(d)] and a more rapid rate of reduction of pitch 
angle is also shown [Figure 5-21(e)].   
The loading profiles for Slider 1 and Slider 1-4 are almost the same. Slider 1-3 shows 
slider-disk contacts but gives higher negative pitch and positive roll moment as 
compared to Slider 1 and Slider 1-4. Therefore, increasing the size of the leading edge 
pads is more effective in increasing the negative pitch moment and roll moment than 
increasing the size of the side pads.   











Figure 5-21: Loading processes for Slider 1, Slider 1-3, Slider 1-4 and Slider 1-5 
with PSA of 0.5° and RSA of -0.5° (a) Minimum FH (b) Positive ABF (pABF) and 
negative ABF (nABF) (c) Distance from pivot to ABF center in x-direction (d) 
Distance from pivot to ABF center in y-direction (e) Air bearing pitch moment (f) 










Figure 5-22: Slider 3-1 (a) ABS design (b) Pressure distribution in terms of 
atmospheric pressure – Slider 3-1 has air bearing pads which are nearer to the 
trailing edge as compared to Slider 3 
 
 
Figure 5-23: Slider 3-2 (a) ABS design (b) Pressure distribution in terms of 
atmospheric pressure – Slider 3-2 has a smaller cavity depth as compared to 
Slider 3 
The following ABS designs are modified from Slider 3, as shown in Figure 5-10. 
Another way to allow the positive ABF to build up earlier is to shift the air bearing pad 
towards the trailing edge. Slider 3-1 shows a shift in the air bearing pad towards the 
trailing edge, as shown in Figure 5-22. Another method is to modify the cavity depth 
of the slider. The cavity depth of the Slider 3-2, as shown in Figure 5-23, is reduced 
from 2.5µm to 1.8µm.  
(a) (b) 
(a) (b) 
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Figure 5-24 shows that the PSA and RSA regions with no slider-disk contact are the 
largest for Slider 3-2. Figure 5-25 gives the loading processes for PSA of 0.5° and 
RSA of 0.9°. In this case, Slider 3 and Slider 3-1 show slider-disk contacts. However, 
contacts between the slider and the disk do not occur for Slider 3-2. The slider 
coordinates of the contact points for Slider 3 and Slider 3-1 are at (0.693, 0.002) and 
(0.687,0.002) respectively, which is at the inner rail of the sliders.  
Figure 5-25 shows that the above modifications made in Slider 3-2 result in an earlier 
development of the positive and negative ABF [Figure 5-25(b)] and a more rapid shift 
of the positive and negative ABF centers towards the center of the slider in both the x-
direction and the y-direction [Figure 5-25(c) and Figure 5-25(f)]. Hence, Slider 3-2 
shows the highest moment in the negative pitch and roll directions [Figure 5-25(d) and 
Figure 5-25(g)], which in turn gives the highest rate of reductions of pitch and roll 




Figure 5-24: Effects of ABS designs (Slider 3, Slider 3-1 and Slider 3-2) on PSA 
and RSA regions that show safe loading processes with no slider-disk contact (a) 
PSA region while RSA is 0° (b) RSA region while PSA is 0.5° 
(a) (b) 











Figure 5-25: Loading processes for Slider 3, Slider 3-1 and Slider 3-2 with PSA of 
0.5° and RSA of 0.9° (a) Minimum FH (b) Positive ABF (pABF) and negative 
ABF (nABF) (c) Distance from pivot to ABF center in x-direction (d) Distance 
from pivot to ABF center in y-direction (e) Air bearing pitch moment (f) Pitch 
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In summary of Section 5.4.2, there are several ways to widen the PSA and RSA 
regions that give safe loading processes without slider-disk contact through optimizing 
the ABS designs. One of these is to avoid pads that are near the trailing edge and do 
not give high pressure. Large leading edge pads should be designed to prevent contact 
when the pitch angle of the slider is negative. In order to maintain a positive pitch 
angle when the slider is flying at low FH, a positive PSA should be used. Large 
leading edge pads give higher moment in the roll direction as compared to large side 
pads. The air bearing pads should be positioned as close to the trailing edge as possible 
to ensure high negative pitch moment. Another way to achieve high negative pitch 
moment is to keep the cavity depth to the minimum.  
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5.4.3 Unloading process 
Table 5-2: Summary of ABS design issues and considerations for unloading 
process 
Contact points Measure taken and effect  Design consideration 




 Slider 2-1: Remove the small pads 
to allow larger roll angle before 
contact occurs 
 Avoid pads with low 
pressure at the corners 
of the trailing edge 
 
 Occurs before 
lift-off  
 Trailing edge 
pads and side 
pads 
Slider 2-1 
 Slider 2-2: Increase size of leading 
edge pads to have high roll 
moment in the desired direction 
Slider 1  
 Slider 1-3: Increase size of leading 
edge pads 
 Slider 1-4: Increase size of side 
pads 
 Slider 1-5: Increase size of leading 
edge and side pads 
 To have high roll moment in the 
desired direction 
Slider 3 
 Slider 3-1: Trailing edge pads is 
shifted towards the trailing edge 
 Slider 3-2: Cavity depth is reduced 
 High negative pitch 
moment and roll 
moment in the 
corresponding direction 
 Position the air bearing 
pads close to the 
trailing edge and 
inner/outer rail 
 Small cavity depth 
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 To have high negative pitch 
moment 





 Slider 2-3: Narrow the width of the 
trailing edge pad 
 Slider 2-4: Super sub-shallow step 
 To allow a larger roll angle before 
contact occurs 
 Keep the width of the 
trailing edge pad to the 
minimum near the edge 
 Super sub-shallow step 
allows positive ABF to 
be kept near the trailing 
edge 
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5.4.3.1 Avoid pads with low pressure at the corners of the trailing edge 
 
 
Figure 5-26: Effects of ABS designs (Slider 2 and Slider 2-1) on PSA and RSA 
regions that show safe unloading processes with no slider-disk contact (a) PSA 
region while RSA is 0° (b) RSA region while PSA is 0.5° 
The ABS designs of Slider 2 and Slider 2-1 are as shown in Figure 5-9 and Figure 5-11 
respectively. Figure 5-26 shows wider PSA and RSA regions that give safe unloading 
processes without slider-disk contact. 
Figure 5-27 shows the unloading processes with PSA of 0.5° and RSA of -0.3° for 
Slider 2 and Slider 2-1. The unloading processes show slider-disk contacts for Slider 2 
but not for Slider 2-1. The contact point for Slider 2 is at slider coordinates 
(1.246,0.971), which is at the outer trailing edge.  
At the initial stage of the unloading process, the change of the ABF [Figure 5-27(b)] 
and the shift of ABF in the x-direction [Figure 5-27(c)] and the y-direction are almost 
the same for the two sliders [Figure 5-27(f)]. However, for Slider 2, it reaches a point 
whereby the location of minimum FH shifts to the small pad at the corner of the 
trailing edge. Hence, there is a rapid reduction in the minimum FH during the 
unloading process of Slider 2 [Figure 5-27(a)].  
(a) (b) 











Figure 5-27: Unloading processes for Slider 2 and Slider 2-1 with PSA of 0.5° and 
RSA of -0.3° (a) Minimum FH (b) Positive ABF (pABF) and negative ABF 
(nABF) (c) Distance from pivot to ABF center in the x-direction (d) Air bearing 
pitch moment (e) Pitch angle (f) Distance from pivot to ABF center in the y-
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5.4.3.2 High negative pitch moment and high roll moment in the desired direction 
A slider has a vertical displacement and rotation in the pitch and roll directions during 
the unloading process, which may results in slider-disk contacts. To overcome this 
problem, the negative pitch moment and roll moment in the desired direction are 
increased. This is taken into consideration that the PSA is positive. This design issue is 
illustrated through modifications to Slider 2-1, Slider 1 and Slider 3. 
 
 
Figure 5-28: Effects of ABS designs (Slider 2-1 and Slider 2-2) on PSA and RSA 
regions that show safe unloading processes with no slider-disk contact (a) PSA 
region while RSA is 0° (b) RSA region while PSA is 0.5° 
For Slider 2-2, as shown in Figure 5-14, the size of the leading edge pads is increased 
so as to increase the positive ABF. From Figure 5-28, as compared to Slider 2-1, the 
PSA and RSA regions that give safe unloading processes without slider-disk contact 
for Slider 2-2 are wider.  
Figure 5-29 shows the unloading processes of Slider 2-1 and Slider 2-2 with PSA of 
0.5° and RSA of -0.4°. The unloading process shows slider-disk contacts for Slider 2-1 
but not for Slider 2-2. The slider coordinates of the contact point for Slider 2-1 is at 
(0.757,0.972), which is at the outer rail of the slider.  
(a) (b) 
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At the beginning of the unloading processes, the reductions of the positive and 
negative ABF [Figure 5-29(b)] and the shifts of the negative ABF centers in the x-
direction and y-direction [Figure 5-29(c) and Figure 5-29(f)] are almost the same. For 
Slider 2-2, the positive ABF center in the y-direction shows a smaller shift towards the 
outer rail. These result in larger negative roll moment [Figure 5-29(g)] and hence a 
smaller rate of increase of the roll angle towards the static roll angle [Figure 5-29(h)].  
For Slider 2-2, the minimum FH profile shows a reduction and then an increase in the 
minimum FH. However, for Slider 2-1, the rapid increase in roll angle causes the 
minimum FH of the slider to reduce rapidly, resulting in slider-disk contacts [Figure 
5-29(a)].  











Figure 5-29: Unloading processes for Slider 2-1 and Slider 2-2 with PSA of 0.5° 
and RSA of -0.4° (a) Minimum FH (b) Positive ABF (pABF) and negative ABF 
(nABF) (c) Distance from pivot to ABF center in the x-direction (d) Air bearing 
pitch moment (e) Pitch angle (f) Distance from pivot to ABF center in the y-










Figure 5-30: Effects of ABS designs (Slider 1, Slider 1-3, Slider 1-4 and Slider 1-5) 
on PSA and RSA regions that show safe unloading processes with no slider-disk 
contact (a) PSA region while RSA is 0° (b) RSA region while PSA is 0.5° 
Figure 3-1, Figure 5-17, Figure 5-18 and Figure 5-19 show the ABS designs and 
pressure distribution of Slider 1 and the modified designs. The size of the leading edge 
pads and side pads are modified.  
Similar to the loading process, it is shown that increasing the size of leading edge pads 
is more effective in widening the PSA and RSA regions without slider-disk contact 
than increasing the size of the side pads. As shown in Figure 5-30(a), Slider 1-5 shows 
the widest range of PSA region. For RSA, Slider 1-5 shows the widest range of 
tolerance region, followed by Slider 1-3, Slider 1-4 and Slider 1 [Figure 5-30(b)]. 
Figure 5-31 shows the unloading processes for Slider 1, Slider 1-3, Slider 1-4 and 
Slider 1-5 with PSA of 0.5° and RSA of -0.4°. Other than Slider 1-5, the rest of the 
sliders show slider-disk contacts. The slider coordinates of the contact points are at 
(0.725,0.670) for Slider 1, Slider 1-3 and Slider 1-4.  
Slider 1 and Slider 1-4, as compared to Slider 1-3 and Slider 1-5, shows more rapid 
reduction of the positive ABF. The reduction of the negative ABF and shift of negative 
(a) (b) 
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ABF center in the x-direction and y-direction are almost the same for all the sliders 
[Figure 5-31(b) and Figure 5-31(f)].  
In the roll direction, Slider 1 and Slider 1-4 show a more rapid shift of the positive 
ABF center towards the outer rail [Figure 5-31(f)]. Hence, there is a smaller positive 
roll moment [Figure 5-31(g)] and larger rate of increase of roll angle [Figure 5-31(h)]. 
There is a more rapid reduction of minimum FH during the unloading process, leading 
to contacts.  
Slider 1 and Slider 1-4, which have more rapid reduction of minimum FH during the 
unloading process, show positive ABF center nearer to the trailing edge for the 
respective minimum FH [Figure 5-31(c)]. These results in smaller negative pitch 
moment [Figure 5-31(d)] and hence larger pitch angle [Figure 5-31(e)] for Slider 1 and 
Slider 1-4. 











Figure 5-31: Unloading processes for Slider 1, Slider 1-3, Slider 1-4 and Slider 1-5 
with PSA of 0.5° and RSA of -0.4° (a) Minimum FH (b) Positive ABF (pABF) and 
negative ABF (nABF) (c) Distance from pivot to ABF center in the x-direction (d) 
Air bearing pitch moment (e) Pitch angle (f) Distance from pivot to ABF center in 










Figure 5-32: Effects of ABS designs (Slider 3, Slider 3-1 and Slider 3-2) on PSA 
and RSA regions that show safe unloading processes with no slider-disk contact 
(a) PSA region while RSA is 0° (b) RSA region while PSA is 0.5° 
Figure 5-10, Figure 5-22 and Figure 5-23 show the ABS designs and pressure 
distribution of Slider 3 and the modified designs. Slider 3-1 shows the shift of air 
bearing pads towards the trailing edge and Slider 3-2 shows the reduction in the cavity 
depth as compared to Slider 3.  
Figure 5-32 shows that the modifications made has widened the PSA and RSA regions 
that give safe unloading process without slider-disk contact. For RSA, Slider 3 only 
gives safe unloading process when the RSA is 0°.  
Figure 5-33 and Figure 5-34 show the unloading processes of the sliders with PSA of 
0.5° and RSA of -0.1°, giving the unloading profiles in the x-direction and y-direction 
respectively. Slider 3 has a rapid reduction in the minimum FH during the unloading 
process [Figure 5-33(a)], giving slider-disk contacts. The contact point is at slider 
coordinates (0.850,0.400), which is at the trailing edge of the slider.  
As compared to Slider 3-1 and Slider 3-2, Slider 3 shows a rapid reduction in the 
positive and negative ABF [Figure 5-33(b)]. There is also a more rapid shift of the 
positive ABF center towards the trailing edge [Figure 5-33(c)] and outer rail [Figure 
(a) (b) 
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5-34(a)]. Hence, Slider 3 shows rapid increase in the pitch angle [Figure 5-33(e)] and 






Figure 5-33: Unloading processes for Slider 3, Slider 3-1 and Slider 3-2 with PSA 
of 0.5° and RSA of -0.1° (a) Minimum FH (b) Positive ABF (pABF) and negative 
ABF (nABF) (c) Distance from pivot to ABF center in the x-direction (d) Air 











Figure 5-34: Unloading processes for Slider 3, Slider 3-1 and Slider 3-2 with PSA 
of 0.5° and RSA of -0.1° (a) Distance from pivot to positive ABF (pABF) center in 
the y-direction (b) Distance from pivot to negative ABF (nABF) center in the y-
direction (c) Air bearing roll moment (d) Roll angle 
(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
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5.4.3.3 Trailing edge pad with small width 
 
 
Figure 5-35: Slider 2-3 (a) ABS design (b) Pressure distribution in terms of 




Figure 5-36: Slider 2-4 (a) ABS design (b) Pressure distribution in terms of 
atmospheric pressure – Slider 2-4 has a super sub-shallow pads with 5nm recess 
as compared with Slider 2-2 
(a) (b) 
(a) (b) 





Figure 5-37: Effects of ABS designs (Slider 2-2, Slider 2-3 and Slider 2-4) on PSA 
and RSA regions that show safe unloading processes with no slider-disk contact 
(a) PSA region while RSA is 0° (b) RSA region while PSA is 0.5° 
Another method to widen the PSA and RSA regions without slider-disk contact is to 
modify the shape of the trailing edge pads such that the slider allows a larger roll angle 
before contact occurs. Figure 5-35 and Figure 5-36 show two different designs of 
trailing edge pads that give wide range of PSA and RSA without slider-disk contact. 
Figure 5-35 shows the ABS design of pads with small width near the trailing edge, 
which allows a larger safe roll angle at low FH. The ABS design in Figure 5-36 has 
trailing edge pad that has a super-sub-shallow step of 5nm (depth from the surface of 
blue rail to green rail). This design allows a large roll angle and at the same time keeps 
large positive ABF at the trailing edge.  
Figure 5-37 shows the PSA and RSA regions without slider-disk contact during the 
unloading process. The PSA and RSA regions for Slider 2-3 and Slider 2-4 are wider 
as compared to that for Slider 2-2.  
The unloading processes for Slider 2-2, Slider 2-3 and Slider 2-4 with PSA of 0.5° and 
RSA of 0.5° are as shown in Figure 5-38 and Figure 5-39 for unloading profiles in the 
x-direction and y-direction respectively. All the sliders show reduction in the minimum 
(a) (b) 
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FH but only Slider 2-2 shows slider-disk contact [Figure 5-38(a)]. This is because 







Figure 5-38: Unloading processes for Slider 2-2, Slider 2-3 and Slider 2-4 with 
PSA of 0.5° and RSA of 0.5° (a) Minimum FH (b) Positive ABF (pABF) and 
negative ABF (nABF) (c) Distance from pivot to positive ABF (pABF) center in 
the x-direction (d) Distance from pivot to negative ABF (nABF) center in the x-












Figure 5-39: Unloading processes for Slider 2-2, Slider 2-3 and Slider 2-4 with 
PSA of 0.5° and RSA of 0.5° (a) Distance from pivot to positive ABF (pABF) 
center in the y-direction (b) Distance from pivot to negative ABF (nABF) center 
in the y-direction (c) Air bearing roll moment (d) Roll angle 
In summary of Section 5.4.3, there are several ways to widen the PSA and RSA 
regions that give safe unloading processes without slider-disk contact. One of these is 
to avoid pads that are near the trailing edge and do not give high pressure. Large 
leading edge pads should be designed to ensure high roll moment in the desired 
direction. To ensure high negative pitch moment, the air bearing pads should be 
positioned as close to the trailing edge as possible and the cavity depth should be 
small. The width of the trailing edge pads should also be kept to the minimum to allow 
larger roll angle before contact occurs. Super sub-shallow pads, with 5nm recess 
height, can be designed.  
(c) (d) 
(a) (b) 




In the ABS design of sliders that fly at sub-10nm FH, it is critical to have good control 
of the manufacturing tolerances of the HGA. There should be a good understanding of 
the effects of manufacturing tolerances on the L/UL processes. The effects of PSA, 
RSA, gram load, gram load offsets, slider crown/camber, mask shifting and etching 
depths of the slider in the manufacturing process on the L/UL processes of the slider 
are studied. The PSA and RSA are found to affect the L/UL processes most 
significantly. The slider shows quite smooth L/UL processes for wide ranges of the 
other parameters, which means that the L/UL of the slider is not sensitive to them. The 
PSA and RSA regions with safe L/UL processes without slider-disk contact can be 
widened through optimizing the vertical L/UL velocities and the ABS designs.  
Higher loading velocity widens the PSA and RSA regions with safe loading process as 
it gives higher squeeze flow effect but this also results in higher degree of instability. 
Therefore, a medium high velocity for loading is recommended. Higher unloading 
velocity gives a larger increase in pitch angle, which results in contact at the trailing 
edge and hence reduces the PSA and RSA regions. A further increase in unloading 
velocity widens the regions as there is a more rapid increase in the vertical 
displacement. However, higher unloading velocity also results in higher lift-off force. 
Therefore, low unloading velocity is recommended for the unloading process. 
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To widen the PSA and RSA regions that give safe loading processes without slider-
disk contact 
• Avoid pads that are near the trailing edge and do not give high pressure 
• Large leading edge pads to prevent contact when the pitch angle is negative 
• Large leading edge pads to ensure high moment in the roll direction 
• Position peak positive pressure region near the trailing edge to ensure high 
negative pitch moment, considering positive PSA used 
• Ensure small cavity depth  
To widen the PSA and RSA regions that give safe unloading processes without slider-
disk contact 
• Avoid pads that are near the trailing edge and do not give high pressure 
• Large leading edge pads to prevent contact when the pitch angle is negative 
• Large leading edge pads to ensure high moment in the roll direction 
• Position peak positive pressure region near the trailing edge to ensure high 
negative pitch moment, considering positive PSA used 
• Ensure small cavity depth   
• Narrow trailing edge pads to allow larger roll angle  
     





This research aims to have an understanding of L/UL processes with sub-10-nm FH 
sliders through the use of an industrially accepted numerical simulation tool. The CML 
dynamic L/UL simulator, which is employed in this study, has been widely used in the 
L/UL numerical simulation studies for large FH sliders. These simulation studies are 
verified with experimental observations, including the use of optical techniques to find 
the FH and attitude changes of the slider [47] and laser doppler vibrometer and 
acoustic emission to study dimple separations and head-disk impacts during L/UL 
processes [7, 14, 44, 51-52]. Hence, the CML dynamic L/UL simulator used is valid. 
In L/UL systems, there are various design parameters, including the operating 
conditions and slider ABS design, which affect the L/UL performance. In addition to 
these, the manufacturing tolerances of the HGA should also be taken into account as a 
small variation in the pitch or roll angle of the slider results in slider-disk contacts 
during the L/UL processes. The effects of operating conditions [Chapter 3], slider ABS 
design [Chapter 4] and HGA manufacturing tolerances [Chapter 5] on the L/UL 
performance are studied and the important parameters to be considered in the design of 
L/UL systems are highlighted. 
In Chapter 3, the effects of operating conditions, including vertical L/UL velocities, 
disk RPM and altitude, on the L/UL performance are studied. Of these parameters, it is 
found that the vertical L/UL velocities have significant effects on the L/UL 
performance [Table 3-2 and Table 3-3]. A higher vertical loading velocity gives
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loading process with higher oscillation amplitude in the vertical and pitch directions. 
For unloading process, a higher vertical unloading velocity results in slider-disk 
contacts, larger lift-off force, higher oscillation amplitude in the pitch direction and 
also larger ramp force.  
The slider-disk contacts occur at the trailing edge of the slider as the rate of increase of 
pitch angle is higher during the unloading process. This phenomenon is not discussed 
in existing findings for larger FH sliders. Low FH slider requires small rate of increase 
of pitch angle during the unloading process to avoid contact. A rapid increase in pitch 
angle results in reduction in minimum FH during unloading process. 
Another result shows discrepancy with existing research findings. The work of Zeng 
and Bogy [7] states that a higher vertical unloading velocity gives a larger lift-off force 
because of larger squeeze flow effects of the air bearing. The analysis of the effects of 
vertical unloading velocity on the unloading performance in Section 3.3.3 shows that 
this is not the case. Similar to the findings in [7], the unloading process with vertical 
unloading velocity of 185mm/s shows slightly higher lift-off force than that with 
vertical unloading velocity of 105mm/s. The unloading process with higher vertical 
unloading velocity shows higher reduction in the positive ABF. However, the 
unloading process with vertical unloading velocity of 185mm/s shows higher reduction 
of negative ABF as compared to that of 105mm/s. Hence, contrary to current findings, 
the squeeze flow effect is not solely dependent on the vertical unloading velocity of the 
slider. It also depends on the pitch angle of the slider. 
Among the various conditions for optimal L/UL performance as stated in Section 3.2.2 
and Section 3.3.2 for loading and unloading process respectively, it is most critical to 
ensure no slider-disk contact during the L/UL processes. Small lift-off force for the 
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unloading process is another important criteria to be fulfilled. Hence, in Chapter 4, the 
effects of ABS designs on L/UL performance are analyzed with respect to the vertical 
L/UL velocities. 
Chapter 4 studies the effects of ABF and ABF centers of the slider on the L/UL 
performance with respect to the vertical L/UL velocities. ABS design with negative 
ABF center nearer to the trailing edge gives better L/UL processes [Table 4-2 and 
Table 4-3]. This gives loading process with smaller oscillations in the pitch directions 
and unloading process with smaller lift-off force, oscillations in the vertical and pitch 
directions, ramp force and shorter time taken for lift-off. However, it results in smaller 
safe range of vertical unloading velocity without slider-disk contact. The cause of 
slider-disk contacts for ABS design with negative ABF center nearer to the trailing 
edge at high vertical unloading velocity is due to the rapid increase in the pitch angle, 
as explained earlier. Since this ABS design is capable of demonstrating good L/UL 
performance in many aspects, the position of the ABF centers are maintained near the 
trailing edge and other means are explored to widen the safe range of vertical 
unloading velocity without slider-disk contact.  
Better unloading performance is reached for ABS design with smaller positive and 
negative ABF [Table 4-5 and Table 4-6]. It gives larger safe range of vertical 
unloading velocity without slider-disk contact, smaller lift-off force, oscillations in the 
vertical and pitch directions and ramp force. It does not have significant effect on the 
loading process. Therefore, the optimal L/UL performance is achieved with slider ABS 
design that has negative ABF center near the trailing edge and small positive and 
negative ABF. 
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Following the study of the effects of operating conditions and slider ABS design on 
L/UL performance, the effects of HGA manufacturing tolerances on the L/UL 
processes are investigated. In Chapter 5, the L/UL processes are simulated within the 
tolerance regions of PSA, RSA, gram load, load-point offsets, slider crown and 
camber, mask shift and etching depths of the slider. PSA and RSA have the most 
obvious effects on the L/UL processes, giving contacts between the slider and the disk 
[Section 5.2]. The slider shows quite smooth L/UL processes for wide ranges of the 
other parameters, which means that the L/UL of the slider is not sensitive to them. The 
vertical L/UL velocities, which prove to have the most significant effects on L/UL 
performance in Chapter 3, and slider ABS designs are optimized to widen the PSA and 
RSA regions with safe L/UL processes without slider-disk contact. 
An increase in the vertical loading velocity gives wider PSA and RSA regions without 
slider-disk contact. However, the results from Chapter 3 show that a higher vertical 
loading velocity gives higher oscillations in the vertical and pitch directions. Hence, a 
medium high vertical loading velocity is recommended for loading process. A higher 
vertical unloading velocity gives a more rapid increase in pitch angle due to larger 
squeeze flow effect, which results in contact at the trailing edge and hence reduces the 
PSA and RSA regions. A further increase in unloading velocity widens the regions as 
there is a more rapid increase in the vertical displacement. However, a higher 
unloading velocity results in higher lift-off force. Hence, a low vertical unloading 
velocity is recommended for unloading process. 
The optimization of slider ABS designs is also investigated to widen PSA and RSA 
regions with safe L/UL processes [Table 5-1 and Table 5-2]. Pads with low ABF near 
the corners of the trailing edge should be avoided to prevent slider-disk contact at the 
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inner or outer rail of the sliders. Leading edge pads should be large to develop high 
positive ABF when pitch angle is negative and high roll moment in desired directions. 
Increasing the size of the leading edge pads is more effective in increasing the roll 
moment than increasing the size of the side pads of the slider. To achieve high 
negative pitch moment for positive PSA, the air bearing pads should be kept close to 
the trailing edge of the slider and the cavity depth of the slider should be kept small. 
The width of the trailing edge pads should also be kept to the minimum.  
 




Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Work 
7.1 Conclusions  
The rapid increase of the areal density in HDD requires the slider to reach sub-10-nm 
FH. CML dynamic L/UL simulation tool is used in the analysis of the L/UL 
performance of sub-10-nm FH sliders.  
In the evaluation of loading performance of slider, the considerations are as follows. 
1. Safe range of operating conditions that give no slider-disk contact  
2. Maximum oscillation amplitude in the vertical, pitch and roll directions 
within the safe range of operating conditions 
3. Time taken for the loading processes within the safe range of operating 
conditions 
In the evaluation of unloading performance of slider, the considerations are as follows. 
1. Safe range of operating conditions that give no slider-disk contact 
2. Lift-off force within the safe range of operating conditions  
3. Maximum oscillation amplitude in the vertical, pitch and roll directions 
after lift-off within the safe range of operating conditions 
4. Maximum ramp force within the safe range of operating conditions 
5. Time taken for lift-off within the safe range of operating conditions  
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From the present simulation study, the following major conclusions are drawn. 
I. Effects of vertical L/UL velocities on L/UL performance  
Of the operating conditions including vertical L/UL velocities, disk RPM and altitude, 
vertical L/UL velocities have the most significant effects on the L/UL performance. 
A higher vertical loading velocity gives loading process with 
1. Larger oscillations in the vertical and pitch directions 
A higher vertical unloading velocity gives unloading process with 
1. Slider-disk contacts 
2. Larger lift-off force 
3. Larger oscillations in the pitch direction 
4. Larger ramp force  
5. Shorter time taken for lift-off 
II. Effects of ABF center and ABF of slider on L/UL performance  
Better L/UL performance is reached for ABS design with negative ABF center nearer 
to the trailing edge and smaller positive and negative ABF. 
ABS design with negative ABF center nearer to the trailing edge gives loading process 
with 
1. Smaller oscillations in the pitch directions 
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ABS design with negative ABF center nearer to the trailing edge gives unloading 
process with 
1. Smaller safe range of unloading velocity without slider-disk contact 
2. Lower lift-off force 
3. Smaller oscillations in the vertical and pitch directions 
4. Smaller ramp force 
5. Shorter time taken for lift-off  
The ABF on the slider has insignificant effect on the loading process. ABS design with 
smaller positive and negative gives unloading process with 
1. Larger safe range of unloading velocity without slider-disk contact 
2. Lower lift-off force 
3. Smaller oscillations in the vertical and pitch directions 
4. Smaller ramp force 
III. Effects of vertical L/UL velocities and slider ABS design on PSA and RSA 
regions that give safe L/UL processes without slider-disk contact  
For sub-10-nm FH slider, it is critical to identify manufacturing tolerances of the HGA 
that significantly affect the L/UL processes. Of the tolerances, including PSA, RSA, 
gram load, load-point offsets, slider crown and camber, mask shift and etching depths 
of the slider, PSA and RSA have the most obvious effects on the L/UL processes.  
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Optimize vertical loading velocity to widen the PSA and RSA regions that give safe 
loading processes without slider-disk contact. 
• Medium high vertical loading velocity is recommended: A higher vertical 
loading velocity gives wider PSA and RSA regions with safe loading 
process but the process is more unstable. 
Optimize vertical unloading velocity to widen the PSA and RSA regions that give safe 
unloading processes without slider-disk contact. 
• Small vertical unloading velocity is recommended: A higher vertical 
unloading velocity gives a more rapid increase in pitch angle, which results 
in contact at the trailing edge and hence reduces the PSA and RSA regions. 
A further increase in unloading velocity widens the regions as there is a 
more rapid increase in the vertical displacement. However, a higher 
unloading velocity results in higher lift-off force. 
Optimize slider ABS design to widen the PSA and RSA regions that give safe loading 
processes without slider-disk contact. 
• Avoid pads that are near the trailing edge and do not give high pressure 
• Large leading edge pads to prevent contact when the pitch angle is negative 
• Large leading edge pads to ensure high moment in the roll direction 
• Position peak positive pressure region near the trailing edge to ensure high 
negative pitch moment, considering positive PSA used 
• Ensure small cavity depth  
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Optimize slider ABS design to widen the PSA and RSA regions that give safe 
unloading processes without slider-disk contact. 
• Avoid pads that are near the trailing edge and do not give high pressure 
• Large leading edge pads to prevent contact when the pitch angle is negative 
• Large leading edge pads to ensure high moment in the roll direction 
• Position peak positive pressure region near the trailing edge to ensure high 
negative pitch moment, considering positive PSA used 
• Ensure small cavity depth 
• Narrow trailing edge pads to allow larger roll angle    
7.2 Recommendations for Future Work 
A new ABS design can be specially designed for L/UL processes with 3.5nm FH to 
achieve the areal density of 1Tbit/in
2
 in magnetic HDD. Slider fabrication and further 
experimental studies of L/UL processes can be done for ultra-low FH sliders.  
The suspension assemblies of the CML simulation tool are modeled by a 4-DOF 
system. These mathematical models can be further improved upon by designing 
assemblies with higher DOF. By doing so, the L/UL processes will be more accurately 
simulated.     
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A.1 Air bearing force 
Air bearing force is created due to the linear speed of the disk and the geometry and 
pitch of the slider. It is related to the principle that when a fluid flows at very high 
speed the air bearing force acting on the slider changes. 
A.2 Air bearing force center 
Air bearing force center is the point at which the air bearing force acts. The data from 
the numerical simulator gives the points at which the positive and negative air bearing 
forces act, in both the x-direction and the y-direction.  
A.3 Air bearing surface 
Air bearing surface is obtained by sculpting the underside of the slider (side facing the 
disk). This is designed to develop a hydrodynamic force that maintains an adequate 
spacing between the slider and the disk surface.  
A.4 Areal density 
Areal density (measured in bits per square inch) is the product of the number of tracks 
on a disk (track density measured in tracks per inch) and the bits along each track (bit 
density measured in bits per inch). The increase in areal density causes the increase in 
the drive capacity and decrease in hard disk drive size. This leads to the decrease in the 
price of the hard disk drives. 
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A.5 Disk RPM 
Disk RPM is the measure of the number of revolutions per minute of the disk. This is 
determined by the speed of the spindle, which the disk is attached to. 
A.6 Gram load 
Gram load, or suspension pre-load, is a measure of the bending that is induced on the 
suspension. The gram load of the suspension loads the slider onto the disk surface as 
the suspension moves down the ramp during loading process. 
Decreasing the gram load involves annealing the stress in the hinge area of the 
suspension. An increase in the gram load is achieved by laser induced bending of the 
hinge. 
A.7 Lift-off force 
Lift-off force, or minimum total air bearing force, is an important parameter of the 
unloading performance. Large amplitude of lift-off force results in large dimple 
separation, which may cause gimbal damage. It also gives large ramp force and long 
duration for lift-off during the unloading process. 
A.8 Minimum flying height 
Minimum flying height of the slider is measured from the lowest point of the slider to 
the disk. 
A.9 Nominal flying height 
Nominal flying height of the slider is measured from the center of the trailing edge of 
the slider. It is an arbitrary point, which need not be a point on the slider. 
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A.10 Pitch and roll angles 
 
Figure A-1: Pitch and roll angles of the slider 
Pitch and roll angles of the slider are the attitudes of the slider taken with respect to the 
disk surface. This is shown in Figure A-1. For positive pitch, the leading edge spacing 
is larger than the trailing edge spacing. For positive roll, the outer edge spacing is 
larger than the inner edge spacing.  
A.11 Pitch and roll static attitudes 
 
Figure A-2: Typical suspension at unloaded state with positive PSA 
When the sliders are mounted to the gimbal, there is an initial pitch angle and roll 
angle, which are the pitch static attitude and the roll static attitude. These two angles 
greatly affect the magnitudes of the pitch and roll torque applied onto the slider by the 
suspension when the slider is loaded onto the disk surface.  
The sign conventions of the pitch and roll static attitudes are the same as that of the 
pitch and roll angles.  
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A.12 Shear film effect 
 
Figure A-3: Schematic of fluid flow 
As shown in Figure A-3, shear film effect is the effect of different roughness structures 
on the air flow during shear. It is dependent on the length to width ratio of the asperity. 
The flow behavior depends on whether the x flow or y flow (for the two dimensions) is 
dominant [10].  
In a wide bearing, the x flow is dominant and the side flow being negligible. 
Transversely orientated surfaces restrict the main flow most and thus experience 
highest load capacity. Longitudinally orientated surfaces have no effect on shear flow 
and the load capacity is the same as for the smooth surface and is the lowest. Surfaces 
with striations at 45° to the x or y axis or with an isotropic roughness would somewhat 
restrict the shear flow in both directions, and the load capacities would be somewhere 
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in between that of the longitudinally and transversely oriented surfaces but higher than 
that of a smooth surface. 
In a narrow bearing, the side flow term is dominant. As a result, longitudinally oriented 
surface has the highest load capacity since the side flow is restricted. Transversely 
oriented surfaces have the lowest load capacity and surfaces with striations at 45° to 
the x or y axis or with an isotropic roughness would have a load capacity somewhere 
between that of the longitudinal and transverse oriented surface but higher than that of 
the smooth surface. 
A.13 Skew angle 
 
Figure A-4: Skew angle 
Skew angle is the measure of the slider orientation with respect to the disk radius. It is 
defined as the angle between the direction of the disk tangential velocity 
(circumferential to the disk) at a particular point and the slider longitudinal direction.  
Positive skew indicates that air flows from the outer leading edge to the inner trailing 
edge.  
Inner rail 
+ Skew angle 
Outer rail 
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A.14 Squeeze film effect 
Squeeze flow effect is caused by small, transient, and periodic parallel squeeze 
motions (with no tangential motion).  
In bearings with isotropic roughness (γB=1), there will be flow gain because of increase 
in the flying height in the valley regions and there will be some flow loss because the 
fluid must flow around obstacles. However, there is a net flow gain resulting in a 
shorter time constant.  
In a rectangular bearing, the squeeze flow is greater in the shorter bearing direction. 
Longitudinal oriented roughness in the long bearing direction of a rectangular bearing 
offer little resistance to the pressure flow in the long direction but significantly impede 
the side flow in the short direction, which thus becomes smaller than in a similar 
smooth bearing. This results in a longer time constant [10].  
Squeeze flow is dominant in the application as compared to shear flow. 
A.15 Vertical load/unload velocities 
Vertical load/unload velocities of the slider are dependent on both the actuator speed 
and the ramp profile. They are the velocities of the sliders, which are moving towards 
the disk surface and moving away from the disk surface in loading and unloading 
respectively.  





The CML Dynamic L/UL Simulator Version 421.40 is used in the simulation analysis 
[7-8]. The software is produced by Qing-hua Zeng and D.B. Bogy from the 
Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of California, Berkeley.   
Both the load and unload process can be simulated. Positive and negative pressure 
sliders can also be simulated. The suspension assemblies are modeled by a 4-DOF 
system with multiple states. Various suspension assemblies, such as those with or 
without a load dimple, and/or with or without limiters, can be simulated. During L/UL 
processes, the suspension parameters are changed based in the suspension state. The 
contact condition changes at the dimple and limiters are modeled by discontinuous 
changes of parameters.  
The PSA and RSA can be imposed in the simulation. The disturbances can be 
simulated by specifying the initial pitch and/or roll and the velocity of the slider. The 
minimum clearance between the slider and the disk and the location with the minimum 
clearance is reported in the data output.  
The force applied by the ramp can also be obtained. It is very useful for determining 
the L/UL actuator torque and ramp wear. The time step is adaptively changed based on 
the slider size, L/UL speed and suspension stiffness. 
The experimental results presented by Fu and Bogy (1995) showed that radial 
acceleration does not significantly affect the slider dynamics during ramp loading, so 
the effects of radial motion on the dynamics during the L/UL processes is ignored.  
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B.1 Air bearing equation 
In the numerical simulation of dynamic loading, the air bearing pressure [12] is 
obtained from the hydrodynamic theory of gas lubrication [71], which is derived from 
the continuity equation, the Navier-Stokes equation, the equation of state and the 
energy equation. For isothermal, compressible, two-dimensional flows in a gas-
























∂ µµµ             (B-1) 
where p is the air bearing pressure, h is the air bearing thickness, U and V are the 
sliding velocities in the x and y-directions respectively and µ is the viscosity of the gas. 
It is derived by assuming negligible inertia and body forces, laminar Newtonian flow, 
uniform pressure across the film thickness, constant viscosity, no slip boundary 
condition at the walls and small film thickness.  
Even though the Reynolds equation is based on the assumption of small film thickness, 
when the air bearing separation is very small (on the order of the mean free path of the 
gas molecules), which is not unusual in the magnetic recording applications, the no-
slip boundary condition at the wall is no longer satisfied. Burgdorfer (1959) obtained a 
slip boundary condition to account for molecular effects. The modified Reynolds 
equation is derived by incorporating the Fukui-Kaneko slip correction [71] to account 
for the rarefaction of the air at ultra-low slider-disk spacing (high Knudsen numbers). 

























∂ µµµ      (B-2) 
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where Q is the modification function to account for the gaseous rarefaction effects.  









nKfQ  (B-3) 
where Kn=λ/hm is the Knudsen number and λ is the mean free path of the gas 
molecules. Q is given by [71]. The time-dependent generalized Reynolds equation is 
then discretized using Patankar’s control volume method, in which the unsteady term 
is discretized in the implicit form. The final discretized equations are solved using the 
alternating direction line sweep method combined with multi-grid method [73]. 
Although areas with slider-disk contacts do not contribute to the slider air bearing, they 
are included in the slider calculations. The error introduced by this approximation is 
negligible due to the insignificant contact area. In addition, surface roughness effects 
are not included in the air bearing model. 
B.2 Slider’s dynamics  
 
Figure B-1: Schematic drawing of the slider 




Fs, Msθ, Msβ 
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Due to the constraints of the suspension, the slider’s motion is a system with three 























βββββ  (B-6) 
where z, θ, and β are the vertical displacement at the slider’s center, and the slider’s 
pitch and roll respectively, m is the mass of the slider, Iθ and Iβ are the moment of 
inertia of the slider, Fs is the suspension force in the z-direction, Msθ and Msβ are 
suspension moments in the pitch and roll directions, Fca, Mcaθ and Mcaβ are the contact 
force and moments, Fci, Mciθ and Mciβ are the impact force and moments, pa is the 
ambient pressure and p is the air bearing pressure governed by the generalized 
Reynolds equation.  
B.3 Greenwood-Williamson method 
Contact between a slider and disk is modeled by asperity contacts. The contact force 
and moments (Fca, Mcaθ and Mcaβ) are calculated using Greenwood-Williamson method 
(Hu, 1996) if the flying height is less than the specified glide height. 
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B.4 Hertz model  
Impact between the slider and disk during the L/UL processes is modeled by elastic-
plastic contact model. The impact force and moments (Fci, Mciθ and Mciβ) are 
calculated if the FH is less than zero. By using the friction coefficient (0.3), Fca and 
Fci, the friction force Ff is also calculated, which has a contribution to the pitch and roll 
moments.  
The parameters of the disk materials can be specified to be different from those used in 
asperity contact. If a large Young’s modulus is specified, the results are similar to 
those from the impulse moment method (Cha, 1993).  
If the FH is less than 0.1nm, the air bearing pressure is also approximately calculated. 
It is obvious that these contact models are limited. Therefore, the results may have 
only qualitative meanings if contacts occur. However, it is difficult to find a more 
accurate model for the contacts that is suitable for numerical simulation. 
B.5 Suspension model  
In the actual L/UL system, the suspension is actuated and it is excited by the airflow in 
the drive. The suspension dynamics can greatly affect the L/UL processes. This is 
especially so in the late stage of the unloading process or the early stage of the loading 
process when the air bearing does not exist. However, during times when air bearing 
exists, the effects of the suspension on the slider can be simplified to its static load 
effects (the inertial effects of the suspension can be ignored). For simplicity, the 
effective inertia of the slider in the slider inertial moments is included.  
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During the L/UL processes, the contact conditions at the dimple, the limiter of the 
suspension, and the L/UL tab will change, causing the suspension to have several 
states.  
 
Figure B-2: Schematic drawing of a suspension 
In the L/UL processes, there are two forces and two moments applied on the 
suspension as shown in Figure B-2. One force, Fl is applied on the L/UL tab in the 
vertical direction and another is applied by the slider in the vertical direction. The 















































where Fl is the force applied by the ramp, and zl is the displacement at the tab. In each 
state j, the system has a different flexibility matrix [Hj], which is calculated from the 
FE model of the suspension. Using these and the damping effects, the forces and 




Fs, Msθ, Msβ 


































































      (B-8) 
where cz, cθ and cβ are damping coefficients of the suspension in the vertical, pitch and 




















vt >  (B-10) 
where a is the initial acceleration, v is the quickly reached steady L/UL velocity and zro 
is the initial ramp height. The initial acceleration of the L/UL tab movement can be 
specified.  


















































331   (B-11) 
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B.6 Effective moments of inertia of the slider 
The effects of the suspension inertia, which will be exhibited when there is no air 
bearing, are included in the slider’s inertia parameters (especially in the pitch and roll 
moments) calculated by combining the calculated stiffness and the measured modal 
frequencies. The stiffness, damping and inertia parameters should be different in the 
different states. However, for simplicity, it is assumed that the damping and inertial 
parameters in the different states are the same as those in the first state (the dimple is 
closed). Based on the previous simulation and experimentation results, it is believed 
that this assumption will not result in large error because most of the time the dimple is 
closed and/or the air bearing exists.  


















=   (B-13) 
where kθ1 and kβ1 are the calculated suspension stiffness in the pitch and roll directions 
in the free state, and fθ and fβ are the measured slider pitch and roll frequencies in the 
free state (no air bearing) with a closed dimple. 
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B.7 Numerical solution 
Substituting (B-12), (B-13) and (B-8) or (B-11) into (B-4) to (B-6) and simultaneously 
solving (B-4) to (B-6) and (B-2), the slider’s response can be obtained. For given 
slider’s attitudes (FH, pitch and roll) and tab movement, the four types of forces and 
moments can be calculated.  
First the asperity contact force and moments are calculated if the clearance is less than 
the glide height. Then the impact force and moments are calculated if the clearance is 
less than zero. Next, the Reynolds equation is solved to obtain the air pressure and 
thereby the air bearing forces and moments. Finally, the L/UL force, suspension force 
and moments are calculated using (B-8) or (B-11).  
Then substituting all of these forces and moments into (B-4) to (B-6), the slider’s 
equation of motion is solved using the Newmark method to find the new slider 
attitudes. If the attitudes are close to the previous attitudes, the calculation is finished 
in one step. The time increment is properly selected based on the slider’s size, normal 
load, suspension stiffness and L/UL velocity. 
 
 
